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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 “Echoes of Eliot” explores how postcolonial writers Derek Walcott and Lorna 

Dee Cervantes are influenced by the modernist canonical poet T.S. Eliot. Both writers 

allude to and revise Four Quartets, Eliot’s last work of poetry. Walcott and Cervantes use 

Eliot not only to change their relationship with colonial writing, but to bring Eliot into 

postcolonial discourse. 

 Chapter One, “Haunting Derek Walcott: Ghosting Eliot in the Caribbean,” traces 

Walcott’s use of a familiar Eliotonian construct, the compound ghost, through a lineage 

of influence. Beginning with a scene from Dante’s Inferno, Dante is reunited with a past 

poet/teacher as a ghost figure in hell. In Little Gidding, Part Four of Four Quartets, Eliot 

reshapes this reunion scene into a modernist construct, the image of the compound ghost. 

Finally, in Chapter XII of Omeros, Walcott revises and combines aspects from both 

Dante’s model of influence represented through Latini and Eliot’s model of influence.  
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Chapter Two, “Lingering Eliot: Phantoms in Lorna Dee Cervantes’s Barrio” explores 

how Lorna Dee Cervantes uses Eliot implicitly. In Drive: The First Quartet Cervantes uses 

Eliot to shape her work in entirety through the form of epigraphs. Eliot begins each section of 

poetry becoming a lens and a presence in Drive that allows for Cervantes to manipulate the 

world of her poetry. This thesis focuses on one section of Drive in particular, “Letters to 

David: An Elegiac Mass in the Form of a Train” which builds relationships with T.S. Eliot 

and famous figure David Kennedy. 

Overall, the relationship these postcolonial writers build with T.S. Eliot is an odd one. 

This thesis works to understand how and why these important relationships occur between 

figures of the oppressed and a representative figure of the oppressor.     
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Foreword 

My Ghosts, My T. S. Eliot 

 

 My father was born and raised in Athens, Greece. He moved to America when he 

was fifteen in the hopes of making money and returning to Greece a rich man. Now, he is 

51 years old, far from rich, and hasn’t been back to Greece in ten years. My mother was 

born and raised in Clearwater, Florida. On the maternal side, her family has been in 

Florida for decades. She is now 49, and still lives in Clearwater with my stepfather and 

two half-sisters. My father and mother met one day because my dad had a cat on his 

shoulder while riding to work on his bicycle. My mom thought the cat-man was 

interesting and exotic. My father thought the giggling girl watching him was beautiful. 

My mother was fifteen; my father was seventeen. I don’t think at the time they knew that 

they would spend the next fifteen years together in a violent, abusive marriage that would 

eventually change them into monsters. Thirteen years into it, my parents’ tumultuous 

relationship created the sole positive of their time together, Me.  

 I was three when they divorced. I spent weekends with my father and weekdays 

with my mother. I would spend at least two weeks with my dad over school vacations. 

The constant changes were difficult. Not to mention my parents hated each other. My 

father was prone to drinking already, but as my mother began moving on with her life, 

my father drank heavier and acted more erratic. Maybe to draw attention to himself. 

Maybe to piss her off. Maybe he couldn’t stop himself. Between the drinking, drugs, and 

multiple girlfriends, my father found time to kidnap me, wave guns around at my mother, 

and be an all-around asshole. 
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 I remember being very lonely. My parents were always very busy, yelling at each 

other or talking to other people about how much they yelled at each other. Even now, I 

sometimes find myself trapped between them. They’ve been divorced for twenty years. 

They still go through me to relay messages to each other. They still place blame. My 

mother still cries sometimes when she does the dishes, my father cries when he’s had too 

much to drink. They both tell me how much they loved each other and how much they 

hate each other for it. 

 My dad had a tendency of going places I wasn’t allowed to go to: bars, strip clubs, 

and drug houses. So during these special trips he would drop me off in Tarpon Springs to 

roam the streets till he came to pick me up. Sometimes it would be a couple hours. 

Sometimes full days. I was five when this mode of parenting started and twelve when it 

stopped.  

My mother never left me places. But she was usually busy keeping my dad from 

trying to kill us. Between dealing with my father and working a shitty part-time job, she 

was exhausted. So I spent a lot of time wandering. And reading. Both allowed my 

imagination to take over. In my head, I could go to all kinds of places. I could be any 

character in any of my books. The best part about pretending was not having to worry or 

yell or cry. Plus I was never alone.  

 As I grew older, the characters in my most loved books became my best friends. 

Though I loved going to school, my only stable environment, I didn’t have many friends. 

In public school the kids teased me because I wasn’t black, or white, or Spanish. Most of 

them had never heard of feta cheese, and they certainly didn’t call their fathers MpaMpa. 

In Tarpon Springs, the Greek kids would tease me because of my white mother. White 
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people are often looked down on in Greek culture. I also didn’t speak Greek. How could 

a Greek girl not speak Greek? I was a half breed. Not wholly one thing or the other. So I 

read and I wandered, accompanied by people I never met, who only existed as text.  

 By the time I turned twelve, I started feeling more and more isolated; from both 

my peers and my family. I stopped speaking to my father. And my mother and I became 

enemies. For my birthday that year, my mother gave me a book of poems. T. S. Eliot, The 

Complete Poems and Plays. I read through the poems, trying to find one I really liked. I 

was locked up in my bedroom, fighting my bed time with my light still on well past nine. 

I found The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, and fell in love.  

 “That is not it at all, That is not what I meant, at all” (Eliot, Prufrock, 6). I 

admitted I didn’t understand the whole poem. But for some reason it made me cry. How 

can words make you cry when you don’t know what they mean? This is it, I thought. This 

is how I feel. Someone I had never met found my exact emotion, and wrote it down so 

others could know what it feels like. Yes. This was it.   

 By the time I turned fifteen I was hanging out in the hood. Stealing cars, doing 

drugs, and loving boys. I never stopped reading Eliot, and I found new poems that spoke 

to me and my situations. Another poem I didn’t understand but read repeatedly was 

“Portrait of a Lady”: “Now that lilacs are in bloom she has a bowl of lilacs in her room” 

(Eliot 9). I started buying flowers for myself after that poem.  

Unfortunately, though I found friends, none of them knew anything about books, 

and had never heard of Eliot. At school I would get interesting looks from my teachers 

when I asked them about the author: “Eliot? Why are you reading Eliot?” I was 

embarrassed of being able to speak well and of my hobbies in literature, so I hid them. 
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People in the hood don’t read poetry. Greek people don’t like “white people” things. And 

working people don’t have time for “entertainment,” besides T.V.  

 Senior year I got out of the hood and out of the drug game. I wanted to be awake 

for life. For my Senior Project I chose to do a creative assignment about the life of T. S. 

Eliot. I read Lyndall Gordon’s A Perfect Life. That is when I found out Vivienne was 

schizophrenic and a character in “A Game of Chess,” that Pound was a fascist and an 

amazing editor, and that Eliot was an exile. From them on I kept talking about Eliot and 

Poetry. I decided to pay my way through St. Petersburg College, the community college 

in town. I had a pretty decent GPA in high school, though I almost dropped out a few 

times, and got some scholarships. I exchanged addictions, drugs for education. I looked 

around me and saw my friends being arrested, shot, killed, pregnant, and poor. I wanted 

out. I wanted away from all of it. Books were my escape, yet again. 

 At SPC I found a professor who loved Eliot too, and we would talk after class and 

during office hours. He helped me get into New College. He said he would have gone 

there, but they didn’t accept him. So I went to Sarasota and left Dunedin behind. 

 At New College, I began working with Robert Zamsky immediately, and though 

he was surprised I liked Eliot so much, I was no longer embarrassed about sounding too 

smart. At New College, I had the opposite problem. I wasn’t smart enough. The world of 

academia was both beautiful and scary, and the hood world I grew up in didn’t make 

sense here. I chose my thesis topic and tried to keep my head up, even though the 

pressure of being brilliant was suffocating. I kept reading Eliot. 

  ******** 
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I have been reading T. S. Eliot for ten years. He was there when I was coming 

down off some high from the night before, when I tried to commit suicide the first and 

second time. Reading his poetry still reminds me of that something, that unidentifiable 

emotion I originally experienced while reading his works. I can honestly say, without 

sarcasm, that he is my friend. And that his words saved me from that horrible world I 

found myself in so often.  

  I have struggled to get through my thesis writing process. It’s hard to write when 

you feel like you have no business writing a thesis. In the “real world” I was raised in, I 

should be happy being a waitress. I make good money, and as soon as I get some good 

shoes, the veins in my legs will stop being so vibrantly colorful and then there will be no 

downside to my job. Or so they tell me. I feel the same as I did in my childhood; I am not 

wholly an academic, yet not completely a waitress. My thesis deals with this idea of a 

fractured identity, which propels the thesis into a completely different sphere. It is not 

just that I’m shy about my writing. It’s that I feel like I’m ripping out pages of my diary 

to present to my professors. I may not be able to articulate it well, but I know the loss 

Walcott and Cervantes are talking about. I know the ghosts, and I also have clung to Eliot 

in hopes of bridging some gap, making some kind of sense of all the pieces. I wrote this 

thesis to get to the conclusion, to find out some beautiful universal thread that makes 

sense of my life and my obsession with Eliot. I realized at the end of it all, that Eliot 

belonged on my bookshelf all along. That he should be read in the ghetto, in the barrios.  

 Overall I have learned a lot about myself through attending New College and 

writing this damned project. I don’t regret taking so long to write it. It all needed to 
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happen the way it did. This thesis raised some serious issues of mine to the forefront. I 

had to deal with my own fractured identity before I could talk about anybody else’s.  

In terms of academia, my thesis is about the ways that postcolonial writers have 

been influenced by T. S. Eliot and how those influences work in their writings. If I were 

back home, I would say “He may be an elitist prick, but ya gotta admit he knows his 

shit.”  
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An Introduction 

Eliot‟s Echoes  

 

 Caribbean Poet Laureate Derek Walcott and Chicana poet/pioneer Lorna Dee 

Cervantes share a relatively new space in the literary world, that of postcolonial 

literature. Though these writers are from opposite sides of the new world —Cervantes is 

from California, Walcott from St. Lucia— they both struggle with the problems of 

postcolonial identity, an identity that is hybrid, multifaceted, and born of the mixing of 

cultures through the history of colonialism and domination. Of the many things these two 

poets have in common, one stands out as bizarre and unexpected: the Chicana Cervantes 

and the Afro-Caribbean Walcott both create a textual relationship with canonical 

modernist poet, T. S. Eliot. Specifically, each poet rewrites, alludes to, and quotes from 

the same work of Eliot‟s oeuvre: Four Quartets. Derek Walcott explicitly mimics Eliot, 

while Cervantes‟s relationship to Eliot‟s influence is more implicit and subtly referential. 

This thesis is primarily an examination of how Eliot‟s poetry resurfaces in and is 

transformed by both Walcott and Cervantes from different, but arguably postcolonial, 

locations. 

 As a poet, T. S. Eliot is complexly situated, described in many ways including 

Fascist, English, elite, classicist, bourgeois, and of course Religious with a capital R. It 

seems odd, then, that of all the literary influences they could have chosen to use, 

Cervantes and Walcott choose Eliot. Although we remember T. S. Eliot as the great 

English writer and critic, it is valuable to remember that his friends called him “Tom” and 

that he grew up in St. Louis, Missouri. Like his literature, which is saturated with 
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allusions and references, it is easy to forget what the origins of the man and his works 

actually were. Even an epic Eliot work like the Wasteland, with its many notes, 

references, and extensive bibliography, is still primarily a poem rather than a work of 

history or criticism. Similarly, despite his quintessential “Englishness” as a key poet, his 

curious accent, and his inclusion in the canon, Eliot was still an American expatriate, 

living in London, trying to fit in with a new culture.
1
  Thus, Eliot himself can be 

considered a “colonial” poet, but one that struggled for his status.   

 Ultimately, Eliot was able to become something more than just an American poet 

or an American poet trying to be English. In fact Eliot was able to separate himself from 

his original cultural ties and change his identity. By the end of his career his classification 

as a major poet of English became more important than his cultural heritage or his 

geographical origins; he finally stands as the figure of a “Poet,” even a great one to many. 

I argue that Walcott and Cervantes not only use Eliot to make sense of their own cultural 

selves, but they also use Eliot to elevate themselves into Poets, not just postcolonial 

writers. Though they have not abandoned their postcolonial identities, they are able to 

move themselves outside of that identity, claiming poetry for themselves.  

 The work that Walcott and Cervantes rewrite and reference is the last of Eliot‟s 

published poems. Four Quartets was written from 1936 to 1942. Sections were printed 

during these six years until 1943 when the works were finally published as a whole. Four 

poems make up the collection (in order): Burnt Norton, East Coker, The Dry Salvages, 

and Little Gidding. Each poem is further divided into five sections that are numbered 

sequentially. The names for all four poems are taken from real places: Little Gidding is 

                                                 
1
In his circle of poetic “friends,” Eliot stood out as distinctly American. Quoted in Lyndall Gordon‟s An 

Imperfect Life: “Virginia Woolf had seen Eliot as „a New England Schoolmaster,‟ and Pound had 

complained about his blood, „the thin milk of … New England from the pap‟ ” (338-39).  
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the only poem that does not have biographical relevance to Eliot,
2
 while Dry Salvages is 

the only one of these locations not in the UK.
3
 To Eliot, these four places were personally 

religious and sacred spaces.  

 Four Quartets is a surprising and complicated work for these postcolonial writers 

to use. Stylistically, the poems range from elevated poetic language, to narrative, to the 

voice of a lecturer. But, as the title suggests, the Quartets is not without a melody. Part V 

of each section is dedicated to a literary self evaluation, in which the speaker falls into 

self-reflection. Four Quartets works towards purification of the soul in its content. 

Fittingly, the styles of the poems also work towards a purified form. In Eliot‟s words, his 

poetry attempts “to purify the dialect of the tribe” (Eliot, Little Gidding, 141). This 

simultaneous act of refining of subject matter through style and language allows the 

Quartets to stand wholly as an example of the “perfect life” that Eliot strives to create as 

poet and man. The end result attempts to elevate ordinary men beyond common 

experience and dialogue.  

 Overall, Eliot‟s Quartets are deeply religious. Themes of religious torment and 

obsession with sainthood cyclically, melodically, operate within the text. The patterns 

and repetition mimic biblical scripture. The overall emotional curve of the text is simple, 

“Repetition is the very sermon of Four Quartets: to try again and yet again for the perfect 

life” (Gordon 341). The “perfect life” is one with a virtuous attachment to God, which 

results in mimicking sainthood. Eliot‟s entire life is a grand attempt at this. The Four 

                                                 
2
 Little Gidding is located in Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom. From 1626 to 1646 the space was home to 

a communal Christian community run by Deacon Nicholas Ferrar. The inhabitants would frequently fast, 

hold services in the multiple churches for the community, and at least one member of the community was 

praying at all times (Kershaw). The extreme devoutness of this community spoke to Eliot‟s own ideas of 

faith and sacrifice for God  
3
 Dry Salvages is a tiny collection of rocks of the coast of Rockport, Maine. In his childhood, Eliot spent 

time boating in this area.  
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Quartets are a culmination of personal and religious trials, while attempting to finally 

discover pure godly love, allowing for the movement into an elevated pure being. The 

Quartets‟ emotional curve eventually ends in failure, with Eliot-the-poet admitting he 

was finally unable to reach the divine fire. Yet while elevating poetic personality, he 

elevates his personal life too, refining both personal and literary identity in the process of 

writing poetry. 

 Lorna Dee Cervantes and Derek Walcott each use a very specific concept from 

Eliot‟s poetic religious quest. In his recent explication of Four Quartets, Craig Raine 

addresses a specific reoccurring image, coincidentally the one that Walcott and Cervantes 

choose to rewrite, the images of ghosts. Eliot only uses the word “ghost” in one section, 

but as Raine shows, Eliot suggests that ghosts in a larger sense are everywhere in the 

world of Quartets. In Part One of Burnt Norton, echoes “inhabit the garden” (Eliot 117) 

and “they” continue to walk with the speaker through gardens that resemble the first 

garden of Adam and Eve (Eliot 118). Raine points out that the “they” Eliot follows can 

only be the echoes (Raine 100). Instead of explicitly saying that these echoes are ghosts 

Eliot shows them as ghostly: “They are echoes because they are ghosts. A ghost is, as it 

were, the echo a human being leaves behind after death,” argues Raine (100). In East 

Coker, “they” are ghost peasants who climb from the earth (Raine 103-4). Finally, in the 

last poem, Little Gidding, Eliot names the echoes for what they are with the image of the 

compound ghost.   

 The “compound ghost” from Little Gidding is a famous construction that Eliot 

scholars have discussed extensively. This ghost is a figure that stands for past literary 

influences. He speaks in allusions, and critics have identified references to Dante, Milton, 
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Coleridge, Yeats, and many others. It is important that this image is a ghostly one; 

because it is a product of some other space than “normal reality,” it is both a part of this 

world and outside of it. The compound ghost simultaneously represents many distinct 

identities while existing as a single character. The ghost is one person, but it is a dozen at 

the same time. Eliot‟s speaker describes the ghost as, “some dead master” (140), “both 

one and many” (140), and as “a face still forming” (141). 

 This thesis examines key moments in Walcott‟s Omeros and Cervantes‟s Drive: 

The First Quartet to see how the influence of T. S. Eliot operates, and what his influence 

allows these poets to do that they otherwise could not. Eliot‟s influence in these texts is 

usefully understood through Eliot‟s concept of tradition and time delineated in “Tradition 

and the Individual Talent” and Harold Bloom‟s exploration of poets‟ struggles with their 

predecessors in The Anxiety of Influence. This thesis will also argue that it is not a 

coincidence that Walcott and Cervantes reference Eliot‟s Four Quartets, which contains 

reoccurring ghost images. In the postcolonial rewritings that most strongly allude to Four 

Quartets, Eliot‟s echoes and his ghosts are also frequently present.  

 Combining Eliot‟s ideas about influence with Harold Bloom‟s in The Anxiety of 

Influence may seem strange; there are distinct differences between them, not to mention 

Bloom‟s poetic antipathy towards Eliot as a poet and a critic. Yet their interplay is 

productive for my project. Eliot argued in “Tradition and the Individual Talent” that “No 

poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance, his 

appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists. You cannot 

value him alone; you must set him, for contrast and comparison among the dead” (my 

emphasis, Eliot 38). I believe that what is happening in Walcott and Cervantes is just this, 
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a complex interaction that goes both forward and backward in time between the living 

poet and the dead influence. But this influence is occurring internally, or contextually, 

within the poems. In terms of Bloom‟s six revisionary ratios, Eliot is an “apophradic” 

influence on Walcott and Cervantes. As outlined by Bloom, Apophrades is named from 

“the Athenian dismal or unlucky days upon which the dead returned to reinhabit the 

houses in which they had lived” (Bloom 15). Eliot is the “returned dead” and is so 

ingested that it seems he is writing again. For these postcolonial writers Eliot returns to 

the house he lived in most, poetry.   

 In my first chapter I will be looking at Derek Walcott‟s epic Omeros, Book One, 

Chapter XII. In this chapter, Walcott explicitly rewrites the image of the compound ghost 

from Little Gidding. Raine argues that Walcott also borrows from the echo ghosts in 

Burnt Norton as well. Chapter One traces the compound ghost‟s lineage of influence, 

from Dante to Eliot to Walcott, while examining ways that Eliot‟s compound ghost is 

further complicated by Walcott‟s Caribbean heritage.  

 In my second chapter, I examine a section of poems, “Letters to David,” from 

Lorna Dee Cervantes‟ most recently published work Drive, the First Quartet. “Letters to 

David” focuses on the life and death of David Kennedy, son of the assassinated Robert 

Kennedy. Cervantes uses the ghost image of the iconic David Kennedy as a way to 

mourn for her deceased mother—something that she cannot initially do directly. In a 

complex layering of death images and loss, “Letters” is steeped in sadness as deeply as 

the Quartets are religious.  
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 In these two great contemporary poets, one from the Caribbean, and the other 

from the San Franciscan barrios, we see Eliot‟s influence revived, refined, and 

transformed through the thematic of ghosts, hauntings, and ghostly echoes.  
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Chapter One 

Haunting Derek Walcott: Ghosting Eliot in the Caribbean  

 

 Derek Walcott is a challenging author to explore. Sometimes called ―the voice of 

the Caribbean,‖ Walcott writes under a great deal of pressure. This powerful title 

suggests the enormity of critical work available to take into account. Moreover, his 

―Caribbean voice‖ has been under critical cross-fire for some time.
1
 Walcott‘s 

predominately Standard English poetry is, to some critics, a step back for Caribbean 

voices. His literary influences are mainly English canonical writers, and his allusions 

range from Homer and Virgil to Eliot and Pound. How can he use the colonial planters‘ 

language and allusions to describe Caribbean identity, when that culture represents a 

history of violence and destruction imposed on the native peoples and enslaved Africans 

brought to the Caribbean? To respond to this overwhelming question, I want to look at 

one literary influence that Walcott adopts: the voice of T.S. Eliot.  

 In his book New World Modernisms, Charles Pollard extensively analyzes the 

ways that Eliot‘s works have influenced postcolonial writers. Writing on public poets, 

Pollard points to a specific allusion to Eliot found in Walcott‘s epic, Omeros. Thick with 

canonical allusions and references, not least the classical Greek poet Homer, signaled in 

the long poem‘s title, Omeros is Walcott‘s answer to the question of a Caribbean epic. 

Though written mainly in ―Homeric hexameters and Dantean terza rima,‖ Walcott 

                                                 
1
 Kamau Brathwaite is one of the leading critics against Walcott and his use of Standard English. 

Braithwaite, like Walcott, tries to create an ―authentic‖ and universal Caribbean voice. Braithwaite is 

influenced by T.S. Eliot, as well, but instead utilizes early Eliot, in which native language is primary. 

Instead of refining language like Walcott, Brathwaite traces Caribbean language to its roots in Africa and 

created a style of writing called Sycorax. In New World Modernisms, Pollard brilliantly describes the ways 

both Walcott and Brathwaite use Eliot in their respective writings.   
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repositions characters like Achilles and Spoiler into Caribbean culture by having them 

speak French patois and English Creole (Pollard 149). Overall Omeros aims to rewrite 

the Greek epics the Odyssey and the Iliad into a Caribbean context. But specifically, 

Chapter XII alludes to and rewrites key ghost images from T. S. Eliot‘s Burnt Norton and 

Little Gidding.  

 Following Pollard‘s lead, I also focus on Chapter XII of Omeros, in which Derek, 

the speaker of the poem, reunites with his deceased father, Warwick. For the poet-speaker 

Derek, Warwick is both a biological ghost (as the ghost of Derek‘s father) and a ghost of 

literary influence (as an author-figure whom Derek wishes to emulate in his own 

writings).  

 This chapter explores how Eliot‘s Four Quartets influences this key scene in 

Walcott‘s Omeros. Confusingly, the scene that shows Eliot‘s direct influence is also 

contextually a discussion of influence. The reunion of Derek and Warwick is a rewriting 

of Eliot‘s compound ghost from Little Gidding, Chapter Four of Four Quartets. But 

Eliot‘s compound ghost is also itself a rewriting. In Eliot‘s most direct allusion to Dante 

in Little Gidding, he replicates the Scene in the Inferno in which Dante is reunited with 

his literary fore-father, Brunetto Latini.  

 To help explain this complex arrangement and show the multiple levels of 

influence occurring within these allusions, I examine how the reunion section of Omeros 

is a discussion of literary influence. Then we will look at the poem contextually as an 

apophradic Eliotonian moment.
2
 This will show how Walcott is working within a 

                                                 
2
 ―Apophrades‖ is the Greek term for ―the return of the dead‖, borrowed here from Harold Bloom‘s Anxiety 

of Influence: ―The uncanny effect is that the new poem‘s achievement makes it seem to us, not as though 

the precursor were writing it, but as the though the later poet himself had written the precursor‘s 

characteristic work‖ (Bloom 16). 
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synchronic view of literature. Not only do his allusions reposition Caribbean writing into 

English literature writ large, but in doing so, he also repositions canonical writers and 

their literature.  

 In the reunion scene, Chapter XII, Walcott creates his ghost out of many pieces of 

literature. Key elements are the allusions to Dante and Eliot. Although my main concern 

is Walcott‘s relationship with Eliot, I will follow Pollard and examine both referents for 

Walcott‘s ghost. Dante and Eliot each use images of a ghost influence as ways to show 

their ―theories‖ of literary influence. For Dante, the literary ghost was once his writing 

teacher while he was living. Eliot‘s ghost, by contrast, is a complex allusive figure who 

cannot be precisely named. As Eliot alludes to Dante‘s ghostly encounter, he also 

corrects Dante‘s idea of influence to fit in the modernist worldview. While for Dante 

influence is chronologically linear, from teacher to student, for Eliot influence runs both 

directions, so that a great modern poet changes the significance and import of those who 

came before.  

Walcott has a different way of handling literary influences; he does not simply 

rewrite Eliot‘s rewriting by adding his own approach. Rather, Walcott marries the two 

concepts of influence from Dante and Eliot. Contextually Walcott mimics Eliot, but 

conceptually he combines aspects of Dante with Eliot.  

 Dante‘s model of influence represents a clear, defined relationship between the 

influence and the influenced. In Eliot, influence shifts into an amorphous figure and his 

ghost is a manifestation of synchronic time and therefore synchronic literary influence. 

Eliot‘s actual rewriting of Dante seems to be ―clinamentic‖ or a corrective swerve in 
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Harold Bloom‘s terms,
3
 correcting Dante‘s model. Thus, Eliot seeks to impact and 

change the way we read Dante‘s account. But contextually, Eliot‘s speaker in Little 

Gidding also becomes an influence and is apophradic in Bloom‘s sense—Dante returns 

from the dead into the more contemporary Eliot speaker. Dante‘s model honors and 

idolizes his influence in a direct dutiful son lineage. Eliot‘s model however, combines 

literary influence into a synchronic image of all literature. Dante is changed by Eliot as he 

also influences Eliot, done in the synchronic way that Eliot explores in ―Tradition and the 

Individual Talent.‖  

Moving to Walcott‘s poem and the encounter between Derek and Warwick, the 

divisions of influence are woven into a Caribbean history that adds another layer to 

Eliot‘s Eurocentric focus. Walcott combines both kinds of literary influence represented 

by his predecessors, creating a third model of influence, one that can include the 

synchronic vision of Eliot but also incorporates New World and Old World influences.   

 As a crucial part of Walcott‘s ghost of influence, it is important to see the original 

influence structure from Dante that Walcott mimics. Here I will briefly show Dante‘s 

model, moving then to Eliot to show how Dante‘s original construct is manipulated and 

transformed into a separate theory of literary influence. After looking at these two models 

of poetic influence, it is possible to see how Walcott‘s ghost conceptually includes both 

Dante‘s and Eliot‘s versions of poetic influence. Where Pollard sees that both Eliot and 

Walcott are rewriting Dante, I argue that the three works operate synchronically 

themselves, with Walcott‘s work also impacting our access to both Eliot and even Dante. 

                                                 
3
 The word Clinamen, taken from Lucretius, means ―a ―swerve‖ of the atoms so as to make change possible 

in the universe‖ (14). It is the corrective movement of the later poet on the precursor. Bloom explains that 

this corrective movement ―implies that the precursor poem went accurately up to a certain point, but then 

should have swerved, precisely in the direction that the new poem moves‖ (14). 
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Finally, I turn to further analyze the relationship between Eliot‘s ghost and Walcott‘s 

ghosts.    

 In Inferno, Canto XV, Dante reunites with Brunetto Latini, a past teacher/poet, in 

the circle of hell reserved for the sodomites. Dante quickly recognizes his teacher among 

the spirits paying off their sins, exclaiming ―Are you here, Ser Brunetto?‖(1.15.30). 

Though Dante is surprised to see Latini there, even in Hell the customs of hierarchy 

between student and master are still in place: Latini gives his pupil advice and Dante 

listens and appreciates it. Latini‘s advice encourages Dante to ―make himself eternal‖ 

through his art, and as Pollard examines ―the poet should strive for fame…to bring glory 

to God‖ (Pollard 160). Forming a lineage of influence, Dante states that he will never 

forget the poet‘s teachings: 

 Within my memory is fixed—and now 

 moves me—your dear, your kind paternal image 

 when, in the world above, from time to time 

 you taught me how man makes himself eternal; 

 and while I live, my gratitude for that  

 must always be apparent in my words 

 (1.15.82-87) 

 To Dante, Latini not only represents a literary influence, but a father figure as 

well. It is also important to note that Latini is a kind paternal influence. Eliot and Walcott 

both revise Dante‘s benevolent father, creating a more violent relationship between the 

influencer and the influenced. While hell may not be the best place to find advice, Dante 

still honors the bond between them. Dante understands influence and remembering or 

―honoring‖ influence as a type of immortality; ―you taught me how man makes himself 

eternal‖ (1.15.85). Dante‘s gratitude to his poet teacher is ―apparent in his 

words‖(1.15.87); he writes both because of Latini and to keep Latini‘s words immortal.  
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 This is an important scene to rework for Eliot and Walcott. First it deals with the 

importance of memory, which both successors develop in their rewritings. Eliot focuses 

on his inability to remember, while Walcott in many ways is forced to remember his 

influential ghost image. In both ways memory is more problematic for the later poets, 

with an element of violence entering in Walcott‘s revision.  

Secondly, Dante‘s unidirectional influence from older, established poet to younger 

student and protégé, is an important element to rewrite. Dante does not influence Latini, 

rather the influence between authors is a way for the younger poet to honor and show 

gratitude for the knowledge gifted by the elder. Words become a strategy to memorialize 

past poet/teachers, perhaps suggesting a kind of progress from the former to the latter. It 

is also important, perhaps more even for Walcott than for Eliot, to envision the poet 

teacher as a paternal image. Casting these as quasi-familial relations shapes the way the 

past literary influences interact with later works, or how we as readers view literary 

influences operating. A paternal influence means the influence precedes existence of the 

later poet, and that without the originary influence the later poet‘s writings are 

impossible.  

It also seems relevant to address the written word as a method to achieve 

immortality. For Eliot, immortality is a given in his synchronic view of literature. For 

Walcott, his compound ghost of literary influence is personally tied to him in a way that 

it is impossible to divorce the ghost from his life.  

 The last thing to keep in mind about Dante‘s model of influence is how complex 

it is, yet how clear the relationships are and how clearly the divisions of hell are 

explained. As Charles Pollard discusses, influence in Dante‘s world is shown through one 
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man, Brunetto Latini, and only his voice. Dante creates clear visions of hell, heaven, and 

influence. For example, though he creates a multilayered hell, Dante knows exactly 

which circle of hell Latini is in. This clear, developed system from Dante is the very 

structure that Eliot and Walcott place their rewritings upon, though it is later barely 

recognizable. Moving to Eliot and Little Gidding, we can trace the model of literary 

influence Eliot feels is necessary in the modern world, one that corrects Dante‘s model.  

 There are a few obvious differences between Eliot‘s and Dante‘s poetic portrayal 

of influence. First, the speaker of Little Gidding does not have to travel into the rings of 

hell to reconnect with his influencing ghost. In fact, the speaker is merely walking 

through a somewhat typical city setting, where ―asphalt‖ and ―smoke‖ represent the main 

environment. Influence in this modern world is encountered in an urban, social world. 

Immediately Eliot begins to revise the clear Dantean model of influence. Where Dante 

meticulously divided his hell, Eliot‘s supernatural planes are blurred into the mundane 

streets of the modern city. There are no divisions between men and gods. Eliot‘s meeting 

occurs ―in the uncertain hour before the morning‖ (Eliot, 140), creating an eerie, 

supernatural tone and pointing to a liminal time. Yet the scene does not completely break 

with reality, it still exists within the familiar urban sprawl and points toward clock time 

―morning.‖ Moreover, Eliot‘s ghost represents a composite figure of influence; his 

influence is not just Dante. For example ―this uncertain hour‖ where the ghost and the 

speaker meet also echoes Shakespeare‘s Hamlet and the appearance of Hamlet‘s ghost-

father, drawing Shakespeare into Eliot‘s ghostly influencer along with Dante. Walcott 

will later develop this embedded allusion. Eliot further complicates Dante‘s paternal/filial 

model of influence with other allusions.  
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 The speaker in Little Gidding squints at the apparition, attempting to recognize 

the ghost‘s face. The vague vision of the speaker shows how influence operates as a 

foggy intangible that cannot be identified. The ghost moves towards him, recognizing 

him first, and it is here that we see how much Eliot really plays with Dante‘s original 

model of influence:   

 I caught the sudden look of some dead master 

 whom I had known, forgotten, half recalled 

 Both one and many; in the brown baked features  

 the eyes of a familiar compound ghost 

 both intimate and unidentifiable 

 (140) 

Dante sees Brunetto Latini and recognizes him almost immediately. For Eliot, 

The influence is not so crystalline. The influence is a ―compound ghost,‖ a mixture of 

various masters, intimately known but unidentifiable. Dante‘s model is now placed in 

modernist anxiety; though ―unidentifiable‖ there is still a specter of influence and a 

speaker listening to the influence. But now, the ghostly influence is transformed into 

something more complex than a single teacher, becoming multivocal. There is only one 

ghost-figure, but that single figure represents an array of influences, ―both one and 

many.‖ 

 Eliot furthers the familiar yet unidentifiable facets of his compound ghost in the 

lines following the initial meeting. Eliot complicates the model of influence further by 

making the speaker of Little Gidding multivocal as well. As the speaker is talking to his 

influences, the speaker shifts into an influence himself:  

So I assumed a double part, and cried 

And I heard another‘s voice cry: ‗what! are you here?‘ 

Although we were not. I was still the same, 

Knowing myself yet being something other— 

And he a face still forming: Yet the words sufficed 
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to compel the recognition they preceded. 

(141) 

 

In the first four lines of this section, the speaker of Little Gidding becomes a 

manifestation of influence by using Dante‘s words. The speaker becomes a double part: 

he speaks, but they are not his words ―What! are you here?‖ echoes Dante‘s ―Are you 

here, Ser Brunetto?‖ The speaker is ―familiar‖ with the characters represented in the 

compound ghost, but will never be able to give it a single name, or achieve the clarity of 

recognizing it as a manifestation of an individual person. The name ―Brunetto Latini‖ is 

replaced simply with the second person indefinite, ―you.‖  

First it is the compound ghost of influence that is multivocal and unidentifiable as 

a single mentor. Then the speaker, the influenced, becomes a ―double part‖ and is at once 

listening to advice from past poets while himself being ‗bivocal,‘ both himself, yet 

already inherently a part of the influences that came before him. This apophradic move 

internalizes influence in the speaker, as well as suggests a larger theory. This scene 

implies that regardless of the intention, writers are condemned to speak in a way that both 

memorializes and honors their predecessors.   

Unlike Dante who promises to memorialize Latini through his own poetry, the 

speaker of Little Gidding bears the mark of his influences inherently, revealed in his 

mimicking Dante‘s famous encounter. The compound ghost is a manifestation of Eliot‘s 

own theory of influence: ―The historical sense compels a man to write not merely with 

his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of 

Europe from Homer and within it the whole of literature of his own country has a 

simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order‖ (Tradition and the 
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Individual Talent, 38). Dante memorializes his influence, but Eliot‘s speaker has no 

choice; he already is influenced.  

The next lines of Little Gidding emphasize the speaker‘s inability to retain the 

compound ghost‘s lessons. The speaker addresses the ghost:  

The wonder that I feel is easy, 

Yet ease is cause of wonder. Therefore speak: 

I may not comprehend, may not remember.  

(140) 

  

The amorphous character is a frustrating blend of voices, contributing to the speaker‘s 

inability to remember his teachings for certain. This differs from Dante, who claims that 

the memory of his influence is ―fixed within his mind.‖ Eliot‘s emphasis on this specter 

shows that the influence does not need to be remembered precisely or specifically for it to 

have an effect on the poet. Poetic immortality is thus more than remembering the name of 

a poet or reciting their words. Influence has become for Eliot something larger than an 

individual or a single work, as well as something that does not move solely in one 

direction from the past forward. 

The advice given to the speaker of Little Gidding operates within the major 

themes of Four Quartets. Eliot‘s ghost embraces a Christian view of Dante‘s suffering 

urging the speaker to remember that one must suffer to burn off the sins of a human life. 

This supports Eliot‘s own notions of religion and his overall purpose with Four Quartets.  

As Lyndall Gordon reminds us in her biography of Eliot, An Imperfect Life, ―Like any 

number of Americans, Eliot is writing a form of scripture. He draws on the cadence of the 

bible with its long line, its rhythmic cumulation, its riddling, oracular language, its 

movement toward inexpressible revelation‖ (341). By centering on Christian faith, both 

in content and style, the ghost‘s advice operates as a solution to the problems of 
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modernist fractured experience.  For Eliot as well as Dante, their ghosts and their advice 

are rooted in Christian religious themes. For Walcott, however, the compound ghost 

focuses on personal familial history, not religion.  

Walcott‘s Chapter XII repositions the ghosts of literary influence from Dante‘s 

hell and Eliot‘s urban landscape into an individual home. There is no hell or deserted 

street, but instead a domestic scene embedded with memories of ―Derek‘s,‖ the 

speaker‘s, childhood. This personal backdrop for Walcott‘s ghost of influence is 

something that neither Dante nor Eliot create. Dante‘s ghost is a familiar figure to whom 

he feels a personal bond, but Walcott makes the bond between influencer and influenced 

much more intimate. For Eliot, the compound ghost was a blurry, multivocal 

representation of many influences. Though Derek‘s father, Warwick, is a single 

identifiable figure, this ghost is not without complexities. As Warwick and Walcott claim 

their Caribbean identity, they claim a multifaceted self that includes, but is not limited to 

St. Lucian, British, African, and Caribbean. Therefore Warwick is also a compound ghost 

of literary influence intrinsically.  

Walcott‘s chapter is divided into three sections, and though his father appears in 

all three, I am focusing mainly on Part One. This reunion scene occurs early on in the 

epic, happening in Book One, when primary characters are being introduced. This is the 

first time Derek appears as a speaker of the poem. For clarification, though I believe they 

are one and the same, the name ―Derek‖ will be reserved for the speaker inside the poem, 

and ―Walcott‖ will indicate the author-creator of Omeros. Importantly, Walcott begins a 

discussion of his personal life early on; thus beginning a conversation about the personal 

struggles of his own Caribbean identity and poetic work.  
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Part I of Chapter XII opens at the speaker‘s childhood home, which has been 

converted into a printer‘s establishment. Walcott creates a landscape where even the 

physical setting revolves around the production of language, furthering the connection 

between literary influence and Derek‘s personal life. His past mimics his present life as a 

writer. Derek simultaneously sees the house for what it was, his childhood home, and 

what it currently is, a printing press: ―Our house with its bougainvillea trellises, the front 

porch gone, was a printery‖ (67). He sees what remains from his memory, the trellises, 

while noting early on that many of his memories no longer exist in physical form. The 

past and present are layered over each other.  

These first few lines begin an undertone of loss that carries through Derek‘s 

reunion with his father. Derek is physically confronted with material losses as well as 

personal loss. Reminiscent of Eliot‘s description of the compound ghost, the space Derek 

arrives in is ―both familiar and unfamiliar‖ as his memories fight with reality over which 

will be the dominant image: 

A desk in my mother‘s room, not that bed, sunlit, 

 

with its rose quilt where we were forbidden to sit. 

Pink handbills whirred under their spinning negative  

and two girls stacked them from their retractable bed 

 

as fast as my own images were reprinted  

as I remembered them in an earlier life 

that made the sheets linen, the machines furniture, 

 

her wardrobe her winged, angelic mirror.  

(67-68) 

 

As the speaker converts the real objects he sees in the present moment of the poem 

(machines, pink handbills) to the memories he has of his childhood (her winged, angelic 
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mirror) his loss is emphasized. The dreamlike scene puts reality and imagination next to 

one another. The intimate details about his mother‘s quilted bed along with comments on 

personal items like beds and linens evoke universal ideas of home and create the 

environment for the ghost of literary influence to enter. 

Where his mother‘s angelic mirror once sat, a printer runs. Interrupting Derek‘s 

memories, the ghost appears: ―the hum / of the wheel‘s elbow stopped. And there was a 

figure / framed in the quiet window for whom this was home‖ (68). Though Walcott 

describes the house/printery as a home, this is the first time it is actually called a home; 

and it is not Derek‘s but the ghost‘s. The apparition begins approaching the speaker ―not 

past, but through the machines, / clear as a film and as perfectly projected / as a wall cut 

by jalousies‘ slanted lines‖ (68). Six lines later, the ghost is given a brief description: ―He 

had done a self portrait, it was accurate‖ (68). Derek‘s dream world of memory and the 

machine-ridden reality come together in this one ghost figure. Relating the ghost‘s 

physicality to a painted portrait differentiates the living image from the ghost; Derek 

knows this apparition is an echo of the man he knew not the real object. This 

understanding changes the reception of the ghost so that Derek sees him as both present 

and absent in reality.  

In the seventh through ninth stanzas it is finally revealed that the ghost is Derek‘s 

biological father, Warwick. Emphasizing the personal aspect of Walcott‘s model of 

influence, the ghost is described as a literary influence (like Dante‘s or Eliot‘s), but also 

as literally paternal. 

 

In his transparent hand was a book I had read. 

 

―In this pale blue notebook where you found my verses‖ –  
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my father smiled—―I appeared to make your life‘s choice,  

and the calling that you practice both reverses  

 

and honours mine from the moment it blent with yours. 

 Now that you are twice my age, which is the boy‘s,  

 which is the father‘s?‖ 

     ―Sir‖—I swallowed—―they are one voice.‖  

(68) 

Focusing on the first five lines, literary influence works unilaterally and synchronically. 

Derek becomes a writer after the initial influence of Warwick‘s poetry, therefore 

becoming his father‘s poetic successor. Not to mention, Derek is physically existing 

because of his father. In the act of writing Derek ―reverses and honours‖ his father‘s life‘s 

work. Like Dante and Latini, writing is seen as a way to honor predecessors and their 

influence. But, in some ways, Warwick‘s poetry also acts as a replacement for the father 

Derek loses. Because Warwick is not brought back to life again but instead appears as a 

ghost, there is a constant echo of the lost fundamental aspect of Derek‘s life. Derek 

―honours‖ his father‘s verses as a way of remembering, but also as an advanced 

apophradic move. Derek and Walcott, by internalizing the influence of Warwick, are 

making him immortal. This moment is a synchronic view of Bloom‘s apophrades, acted 

out in fiction.   

The root word ―verse‖ occurs twice in the eighth stanza, drawing attention to the 

spin on re-verses—both to turn around but also to ―re-verse‖ or re-write, re-speak. Here, 

his father believes Derek is actually rewriting his father‘s words, which means that 

literature also works synchronically, such that the later poet can rewrite the original, not 

merely imitate or reiterate. His father‘s words change because of Derek. The ―blending‖ 

of their words results in a multifaceted view of influence.  Once the influence occurred, 

his father‘s works have been apophradic on Derek‘s writing.  
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This part is similar to Eliot‘s relationship with his compound ghost. Eliot‘s 

speaker ―assumes a double part‖ and is both himself and the influences which precedes 

him. What is happening in Omeros is a complicated moment of apophrades. First, Derek 

is haunted by his personal life. Secondly his writings are a re-versing of his father 

contextually, and third, Eliot‘s compound ghost is the image that allows Derek‘s father to 

be created in literature. Both Warwick and Eliot here influence Walcott‘s writing—

Warwick overtly as Derek‘s predecessor and linear influence whom Derek rewrites, and 

Eliot implicitly as the predecessor and forefather of Walcott‘s poetic version of his own 

encounter with his father‘s ghostly influence. 

 The last lines of this section fully develop Walcott‘s model of influence. The 

ghost-father states that they are entwined through writing and finalizes the statement with 

his question of voice: ―which is the boy‘s, /which is the father‘s?‖(68). Derek refers to his 

father as ―Sir,‖ showing filial respect for him, and after an exaggerated pause, answers 

―they are one voice‖(68)—claiming his father‘s voice as his own but merged with his 

personal voice. In Little Gidding Eliot‘s speaker is aware that the influences have become 

a part of him, but he does not know where the words come from. But by combining 

Eliot‘s uncertainty with Dante‘s clear views on the direction of influence, Walcott is able 

to create an influence that is known, yet still intangible. The ghost literary influence is 

identified, but is still a haunting specter, a reminder of what Derek has lost. Twice his 

father‘s age, Derek is reminded how young he and his father were when Warwick died. 

Now, father and son have one voice, but what does that voice say and how does it 

reconfigure both the original living Warwick and the son Derek?  
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 Shifting away from his relationship to his son, the ghost starts talking about his 

own life and his struggles with his writings. Already a dual figure, he now becomes a 

more complex character that works within the colonial setting. He begins answering the 

question raised above, what does the father/son ―one voice‖ say or represent? : 

he said, in an accent of polished weariness, 

―I was raised in this obscure Caribbean port,  

where my bastard father christened me for his shire:  

Warwick. The Bard‘s county. But never felt a part  

 

of the foreign machinery known as Literature.‖ 

(68) 

 

This naming process opens up a different perspective on the ghost-father. The name 

―Warwick,‖ in and of itself, represents a multifaceted Caribbean identity. Warwick is a 

colonial name, the name of a place in England, Warwickshire. But Warwick‘s heritage is 

not only English. His father, an unnamed, illegitimate child from Warwickshire in 

England, only makes up half of Warwick‘s heritage. His mother was probably Afro-

Caribbean. Though Warwick had this connection to England, marked by his name 

inherited from his father, he was not a part of the ―foreign machinery known as 

Literature.‖ This shows a tension between his name and the outcome of his life as a poet. 

In this moment, the foreign machinery, perhaps Eliot and Dante, are at their furthest from 

the world of Derek‘s familial heritage and poetic influence. Though becoming a ―bard,‖ 

Warwick could never bridge the separation between his father‘s and mother‘s heritages. 

The closest Warwick comes to the ―foreign machinery‖ of canonical British Literature is 

his ghostly appearance within the home of the printing press.  

 As a bastard, Warwick‘s father doesn‘t know his father, putting the issue of 

father-son relations at the center of Derek‘s and Warwick‘s relationship. But Warwick‘s 
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father‘s illegitimate birth also means that he is outcast from England, the homeland from 

which he is cast into the ‗bastard‘ colonies. This creates another kind of lineage of 

influence. Derek‘s father could not be a part of England, and even his grandfather could 

not maintain ties with England, yet they cannot relinquish the relation of colonial heritage 

either, so that England and English Literature haunt them.   

 Warwick was marked by his European name, forcing him into a linguistic and 

even literary tradition, from the time he is born. This alludes to a forced influence on 

Warwick‘s sense of self; the naming process is an example of a larger concern in the 

colonized Caribbean. The colonial ―father‖ forces its influence over the land it takes over. 

Warwick emphasizes that there was always a separation between himself and European 

tradition—like his father‘s literal bastardy, Warwick is also not a fully legitimate heir to 

English traditions. Even though he does become a bard, the ―Literature‖ of 

Warwickshire‘s famous bard Shakespeare remains foreign. Never able to fully actualize 

the inheritance that the name claimed for him, an anxiety occurs between Warwick and 

his British name. He states that he ―preferred verse to fame but I wrote with the heart / of 

an amateur. It‘s that Will you inherit‖ (68). Encompassing the classic image of the poor 

but important poet, Warwick also uses a pun on will, referring to William Shakespeare, 

but also to the power of the noun ―will.‖ Derek inherits both the lineage that associates 

Warwick with the site of Shakespeare‘s birth and the drive or ―will‖ to poetry, but also 

the uncertain connection to both the great figure of English language poetry through a 

―bastard‖ lineage. By claiming that Derek inherits ―Will,‖ Warwick gives his son a 

connection to ―Literature‖ that Warwick never had.  
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 Walcott creates a very complex overlapping lineage of influence that mimics the 

fractured identity felt by the Caribbean. A person is English, but not fully; native 

Caribbean, but not completely; a poet, but not a Poet. It becomes contextually clear why 

Walcott would choose T. S. Eliot to mimic. Eliot in his multilayered identity was like 

Warwick, trying to assimilate into a culture and a literature that was not his own. The 

difference is that Eliot decided to stay in Britain, and for characters like Derek and 

Warwick, the sense of displacement is inherent within their identity. Warwick is thus a 

compound ghost, and not solely because he begins to quote that other ghostly influence, 

Shakespeare, but because his very heritage is a compound. He represents a dozen pieces 

of identities that, added up, make him the haunting image of influence—father, poet, 

printer, named for paternal origins in Warwickshire, tied to the birthplace of Shakespeare, 

failed literary figure, neither fully English nor fully Caribbean but complexly both and 

neither.  

 After revealing the distance between the European model of literature and the 

poetry Warwick writes, Warwick evokes an even deeper anxiety. Even in his death, 

Shakespeare‘s shadow looms over the colonized:  

 

 ―I died on his birthday, one April. Your mother  

 Sewed her own costume as Portia, then that disease 

 Like Hamlet‘s old man‘s spread from an infected ear, 

  

 I believe that parallel has brought you some peace 

 Death imitating Art, eh?‖
4
 

 (68-69) 

 

                                                 
4
 Derek Walcott‘s father was indeed named Warwick, he did die when Walcott was a boy, and Warwick 

was a ―bohemian watercolorist‖ who wrote poetry. The real Warwick Walcott died on Shakespeare‘s 

birthday at the age of thirty-four.  
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Warwick dies on April 23
rd

, William Shakespeare‘s birthday. By using the names like 

―Portia‖ and ―Hamlet,‖ Warwick conflates multiple Shakespeare plays: Merchant of 

Venice, Julius Caesar, and Hamlet. By referring to Hamlet, Warwick addresses another 

thread of influence. In the opening of Shakespeare‘s play, Hamlet‘s father returns as a 

ghost, telling his son how he died and asking Prince Hamlet to seek revenge as a dutiful 

son ought. This allusion adds yet another layer to Walcott‘s compound ghost, creating a 

parallel between Warwick, Derek, and Hamlet senior and Hamlet the son. Not only the 

figure of Shakespeare the Poet, but also the literary figure of the haunted Hamlet 

becomes connected with Derek‘s complex relation to literary influence. Not to mention, 

Eliot in his haunting mourning also alludes to Hamlet. 

Warwick addresses his son with a rhetorical question ―I believe that parallel has 

brought you some peace/ Death imitating Art, eh?‖ (69). The parallel that Warwick 

speaks of here is not only the parallel between his death date and Shakespeare‘s (which 

could only happen by Warwick dying). This ―peace‖ bringing ―parallel‖ occurs through 

the act of apophrades. While Warwick was unable to bridge the gap between his own 

―amateur‖ poetry and that of ―literature‖ during his lifetime, Derek by ingesting the 

influence of his father, is now able to. Much like Warwick, Eliot is also used by Walcott 

to fill the space between Caribbean and Canonical writings by putting Four Quartets both 

in the Caribbean and in his own personal life story.  

 The final scene in Part One is an implied metaphorical conversation about 

influence and literature.  

    At the door to the yard, 

 he said, ―I grew grapes here. Small, a little sour, 

 

 still, grapes all the same.‖ 
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    ―I remember them,‖ I said. 

 ―I thought they died before you were born. Are you sure?‖ 

 ―Yes.‖ The furred nap like nettles, their globes‘ green acid.  

 (69) 

Like Derek, Warwick sees their home both as it was and as it is now, though Warwick‘s 

sense of loss does not seem as great as Derek‘s. I believe this is the saddest moment of 

their conversation.  The son‘s insistence on his own memory of the grapes is an intense 

moment. Derek has lost both people and things, and we are reminded, here, of all of 

them. If Derek remembers something as small as a grape plant, he surely can remember 

other aspects of his father. To no one in particular, Warwick asks a rhetorical but 

weighted question: ―What was Warwick doing, transplanting Warwickshire?‖ (69). This 

question could be asking multiple things. Is the ghost separating himself from his life and 

looking at the life of Warwick, wondering why he tried to be accepted by the literature of 

the colonizers? Is it a more general question, why does colonization occur? Does 

Warwick long for the soil of the colonizers‘ homeland? The chapter concludes a line later 

and the question ultimately goes unanswered.  

 Where Dante‘s and Eliot‘s ghosts stay only for a moment within their respective 

poems, Walcott‘s father lingers for the remaining two sections and continues on into the 

next chapter. Warwick and Derek go on a tour of St. Lucia, looking at the land and its 

people. Though I will not go into detail about this long, involved reunion, I believe 

Raine‘s discussion of echoes in Eliot‘s Four Quartets is a useful way to summarize the 

extended experience between Derek and his ghost
5
. Though Eliot names only one ghost 

in his collection, the compound ghost, Raine sees ―the echoes‖ that inhabit both the 

                                                 
5
 Seemingly not a fan of Walcott‘s use of Four Quartets, Raine calls Chapter XII a ―botched, fatally 

indebted copy of Eliot‖ (102). 
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garden of Burnt Norton and the pages of Quartets as ghosts, ―a ghost is …the echo a 

human being leaves behind‖ (Raine, 100). Warwick is much more similar to Eliot‘s 

compound ghost than his echoes, but in the remaining sections where Warwick is touring 

his island with Derek, echoes still exist. Because of the allusion to Eliot in Chapter XII, 

Warwick represents an echo of Eliot. After the initial reunion, Eliot becomes more of a 

phantom figure than Warwick. Eliot properly describes the encounter between Warwick 

and Derek in Four Quartets: ―We are born with the dead: / See, they return, and bring us 

with them‖ (Raine 114). Eliot then changes from a direct allusion to an echo of influence 

surrounding the construction that is Warwick.  

 Unlike Eliot‘s effort to revise Dante‘s unidirectional concept of poetic influence, 

Walcott‘s rewriting is not simply corrective. The influence of Eliot is internalized in 

Omeros, which Walcott makes his own, while still leaving the traces of Eliot‘s vision. By 

internalizing the influence of Eliot, Eliot becomes for Walcott and others a part of 

postcolonial discourse. For Walcott, Eliot is not an anxiety, but a haunting part of literary 

influence that he owns. The return of Eliot in Walcott‘s Omeros does not take away from 

Caribbean identity, but rather creates a positive relationship between English poetry and 

the voices of the Caribbean. In Chapter XII, we see how Warwick, like Eliot, becomes a 

bridge for Walcott. Both Eliot and Warwick connect Walcott personally and poetically to 

English literature. They become Walcott‘s ―benign paternal images‖ (Dante 1.15.83). 
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Chapter Two 

Lingering Eliot: Phantoms in Lorna Dee Cervantes‘s Barrio 

 

 If Derek Walcott is the ―voice of the Caribbean,‖ then poet Lorna Dee Cervantes 

is the female ―voice of the barrio.‖ Though barrios can simply be defined as the Latino 

ghetto, for Cervantes and many other Mexican-Native Americans, the literal space was a 

connection to a history of oppression. Cervantes‘s ancestors inhabited areas in California 

while it was still Mexico, including the area she was born and still lives in, the Mission 

District of San Francisco. As the borders of California were redrawn, her family 

experienced an odd kind of displacement. Though they had not themselves moved or 

been removed, their environment had suddenly been altered around them and like many 

of northern America‘s latinos, they found themselves treated as foreigners and 

immigrants despite their own local belonging. These old feelings of displacement became 

a pivotal understanding, a foundation, for the experiences Lorna Dee Cervantes has in the 

barrios.  

 Like many American born, Mexican-Native American or ―Chicana‖ writers, 

Cervantes struggled with issues of identity, as her own identity continued to fracture. 

Growing up poor and tough, Cervantes worked in her adult years to highlight violence 

and abuse in poverty stricken areas of the Mission District through the written word. Her 

early works, Emplumada and From the Cables of Genocide, worked very seriously on 

creating a space for Chicana writers within literature. Strong and ―in your face,‖ these 

early poems are as combative as the scenes they depict. Frequently autobiographical, 

Cervantes uses her personal experiences to highlight and explore themes very common to 
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the barrios and ghettos of America. After her mother was violently murdered, Cervantes 

finished Cables of Genocide in 1991 and stopped publishing, withdrawing from the 

public eye. 

Overall, Cervantes and her peers can be classified as postcolonial writers, but her 

own relationship to that term is more specifically devoted to her personal heritage and her 

experiences as a Chicana feminist and literary figure. In an interview with Sonia 

Gonzalez from 2007, Poetry Saved My Life, Cervantes describes her relationship to 

history and California:  

[My mother] was very literate. But she was bitter. She had to drop out of high 

 school before graduating, and she had bought into the whole thing of the woman‘s 

 place is in the home and marrying. And then, she gets divorced, and then, no 

 future. And she would punish me for reading books…If she would see me reading 

 a book, she would say: ―the only thing you are going to be is a maid. It‘s the best 

 that you can get out of this life. So you better make sure that you know how to 

 clean the toilet, ‗cause no one is ever going to pay you to read books.‖ 

… 

Being a home girl, a chola, [my mother] would always correct my grammar, and I 

 would be punished for speaking Spanish. She wanted me to grow up without an 

 accent because she said people are going to judge you by how you speak. So there 

 were all these messages, and again this idea that they [her Native American 

 ancestors] lost their land due to the written word. So this is my relationship to 

 history. 

(4) 

 

While the above statements are personal memories for Cervantes, her history is one that 

was shared in the barrio. Ideas of what a woman is capable of, what a Chicana is allowed 

to do, and a forced disconnect from colonial written language are all common memories 

in the barrios. Speaking Spanish was also frowned upon, which left Cervantes, and many 

others, silenced. These ideas of accommodation expressed by Cervantes‘s mother are the 

very ideas that Chicana‘s strive to overcome and free themselves from. As defined in 

Borderlands by Gloria Anzaldúa, and quoted on chicanas.com, ―So, don't give me your 
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tenets and your laws.  Don't give me your lukewarm gods. What I want is an accounting 

with all three cultures-white, Mexican, Indian.  I want the freedom to carve and chisel my 

own face, to staunch the bleeding with ashes, to fashion my own gods out of my entrails.  

And if going home is denied me then I will have to stand and claim my space, making a 

new culture-una cultura mestiza-with my own lumber, my own bricks and mortar and my 

own feminist architecture." (Anzaldúa, 21-22, Italics mine). Through words, Cervantes‘s 

―own bricks and mortar,‖ she becomes a voice advocating free Chicanas, removing them 

from the world of maids or shame about a mixed racial heritage.     

In 2006 Cervantes returned with a five part book Drive: The First Quartet. Drive 

operates much differently than her earlier works. The cut-throat shocking images of pain 

and poverty are still here in this collection, but they are now refined. Instead of just 

pointing out the injustices, she seems to be leading readers somewhere besides the point 

of impact. Expected as Cervantes‘s great return to publishing, Drive may not be entirely 

what fans and critics were anticipating from the Chicana poet-laureate. While still at 

times combative, her writing no longer points directly at the material torment of the 

barrios. Instead, Cervantes seems to be waving her hand across a series of situations and 

problems, creating a landscape of distress and loss. Drive is divided into five ―sections,‖ 

though Cervantes considers each section its own book and the collection an anthology of 

her writing, spanning the years of her silence in the publishing world. 

One of the most obvious but elusive characteristics of Drive is the repetitious 

appearance of T.S. Eliot.
1
 The first allusion occurs surprisingly in the second half of her 

                                                 
1
 Curiously, Cervantes has not yet explained her use of Eliot in interviews or her blog. In a recent interview 

from 2010 she mentions Eliot in a list of other influences: ―I‘ve always been struck by individual books like 

Pablo Neruda‘s The Heights of Macchu Picchu, how that is a whole conception, or Howl or Sylvia Plath‘s 

Ariel, and certainly Eliot‘s books of poetry‖ (28).  
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title: The First Quartet. Her title is a spin on Eliot‘s last published collection of poems, 

Four Quartets. Cervantes‘s use of Eliot does not end here. Eliot‘s final collection is 

divided into four sections and she borrows quotes from the first, Burnt Norton, and the 

last, Little Gidding. An Eliot frame surrounds the book: an Eliot quote begins the text and 

another one is also included on the very last page. These bookend quotes come from 

Little Gidding, the last section of Eliot‘s Four Quartets. Each section of Drive also has a 

designated Eliot epigraph. The quotes inside the text are all from Part One of Eliot‘s 

Quartets, Burnt Norton.  

The last section of Eliot‘s Quartets, Little Gidding is divided into five sections. 

Cervantes uses the last line of Part Five of Little Gidding as her first epigraph and the 

first lines of Part Five of Little Gidding as her final quote. This along with the play on 

titles creates a corkscrew effect by which Cervantes complicates the relationships 

between the texts. In ―Tradition and the Individual Talent,‖ Eliot argued for literature on 

a synchronic cycle, where all of literature exists simultaneously, one on top of the other. 

Cervantes concretizes Eliot‘s philosophical theory of synchronic literature by actually 

practicing it in Drive. The text occurs within and around the work of Eliot. Eliot has also 

claimed that influence works forwards and backwards. By practicing synchronic time, 

Eliot is able to frame Drive and Cervantes is able to revise Four Quartets.  

My project is to show that Eliot‘s influence is directly related to the development 

and understanding of Drive. Cervantes‘s borrowed epigraphs change how readers absorb 

her poetry. So how does Eliot operate within her text and what does Eliot allow her to 

do? The section that best highlights this dialogue of literary influence is Section Four of 

Drive, ―Letters to David: An Elegiac Mass in the Form of a Train.‖ ―Letters to David‖ is 
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a set of poems dedicated to the act of mourning. Instead of speaking of her Mother‘s 

murder directly, Cervantes uses David Kennedy as a way to cycle through mourning and 

come out of it. In this section Cervantes creates a relationship with both her past literary 

influence, T.S. Eliot, and the public figure, David Kennedy. The relationship between 

Lorna Dee Cervantes and Kennedy exists in an imagined space that is not possible 

outside of ―the world of speculation‖ presented in Four Quartets. The epigraph from 

Eliot then creates the world of the section.   

  ―Letters‖ is comprised of fifteen poems. The first poem is separate from the 

others in form and name. This introductory ―poem,‖ ―Note to David from Journal 

Entry—April 25, 1984,‖ is written in paragraphs and is acknowledged in the title as a 

journal entry written on the day David Kennedy was found dead in a hotel room. ―Note to 

David‖ introduces the central lost love-object, David‘s assassinated father, Robert 

Kennedy.  

The other fourteen poems follow the train theme, as laid out in the title, and are 

labeled as ―Stations,‖ running from ―First Station‖ to ―Fourteenth Station.‖ The ―Station‖ 

poems are arranged visually like columns, with two or three words making up each line. 

Besides italics, there is no change in font, no spacing between ―lines,‖ and there is no 

punctuation, save some exclamation marks. Some are compressed lines, where one word 

is the end of one sentence and the beginning of another. This fluidity causes a fast pace 

and the reader tumbles down the columns. The compressed lines create the only pauses 

where the reader has to return to the moments and read them more slowly to figure out 

which word begins a new thought or ‗sentence.‘ This structure creates a world for 

Cervantes‘s and David‘s relationship to grow, because this world can be manipulated. 
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 All of the ―Stations‖ are given a date, at least a year, except the ―Fourth Station.‖ 

(Ironically this is the only station Cervantes and David meet in ―real life.‖) Some are full 

dates, others a named holiday, others just a year. According to the dates given, the 

chronological time span of the ―Stations‖ runs from 1968 to 1986. The first and the final 

station are both dated June 5
th

, the date Robert Kennedy was shot
2
. Thus, Robert 

Kennedy‘s assassination is a pivotal point in the cycle of mourning. 

The epigraph that creates the world in which Cervantes‘s and David‘s relationship 

exists is from Eliot‘s Burnt Norton:  

If all time is eternally present 

all time is redeemable. 

But what might have been is an abstraction 

remaining a perpetual possibility  

Only in a world of speculation. 

What might have been and what has been 

  Point to one end, which is always present 

     --T. S.  Eliot  

     from Burnt Norton 

(Cervantes, 186)  

Epigraphs are the first communication between reader and text. An epigraph is very 

similar to a preface and in the case of Drive, the epigraphs become a preface. Brent 

Edwards, in Practice of Diaspora, discusses the purposes of prefaces and what they can 

add to a given work. He begins by explaining that ―it conditions the protocols of 

reception for the documents it presents. It purports to strike a path, to point the reader 

through a door or over a horizon…‖ (Edwards 45). Epigraphs in this context become not 

just a lens but also a framing mechanism. Edwards continues, 

As a formal device, the preface speaks double in this way: it is outside, it marks 

what is not within the book, it precedes the book‘s ―speaking,‖ but it is also the 

very force that animates the book, that opens it for us and shows its contents. The 

preface therefore is a frame not always easily separable from the artifact itself, 

                                                 
2
 Robert Kennedy was shot on June 5, 1968, but actually died the following day.  
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even as it rhetorically holds itself to be distinct from and prior to what it 

introduces.  

(Edwards, 45) 

 

Adapting Edwards‘ analysis of the preface to Cervantes‘s epigraphs helps show 

how important Eliot becomes to Drive. Every epigraph in this work is pulled from T.S. 

Eliot‘s Four Quartets. In her title, the change from ―Four‖ to ―First‖ appropriately 

describes their connection. Four Quartets is Eliot‘s last complete book of poetry and 

Drive is Cervantes‘s return. Moving into ―Letters to David,‖ Eliot and his quote become a 

backdrop, an omnipresent voice, manipulating reality for Cervantes, so she can begin a 

friendship with a man she maybe knew.
3
  

Craig Raine‘s thorough explication of ghosts and echoes in Four Quartets is also 

helpful for understanding the ways Eliot influences Drive. Analyzing the same section 

Cervantes uses, Raine defines a central experience of Burnt Norton: ―Eliot‘s problem, the 

problem of Four Quartets, is the problem of the mystical experience—which by 

definition takes place outside of time, both conventional, linear time and simultaneous 

time…Because time is omnipresent, it cannot be changed. However, though mystical 

experience takes place outside of time, it can only be remembered in time‖ (Raine 97). In 

―Letters to David,‖ Cervantes uses Eliot‘s ―mystical experience‖ to create her own, 

complete with echoes and ghosts. By using ―mystical time‖ versus ―conventional, linear 

time‖ she is able to meticulously date all the ―Stations,‖ and yet transcend the time and 

date, allowing her relationship to be with the ghost of David Kennedy, not the living man. 

 Unlike Walcott who borrows the image of the compound ghost, Cervantes creates 

David out of the ―echoes‖ of his life: newspaper clippings, television reports, and books 

                                                 
3
 I haven‘t found any hard evidence that they did or did not know each other. They both attended Harvard 

around the same time and they could have had a relationship before he dropped out of school.  
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based on the Kennedy tragedies. Though Eliot does not appear contextually, he is the 

larger echo surrounding the book. As Raine explains, ghosts are suggested in Eliot‘s 

work, but named only as echoes, not ghosts. Eliot exists on the peripheries of Cervantes 

collection, much like his own echo-ghosts in Quartets.  

 ―Note to David‖ is included in the letters but is distinctly different in style and 

tone from the rest of Letters to David.
4
 Written in paragraph form, this poem sets up the 

main themes of the remaining station poems. It‘s dated the day David Kennedy died, 

April 25
th

, 1984, and the first paragraph, only two sentences, expresses his death in 

familiar terms: ―Today, goddamned David Kennedy drank himself to death. After holing 

up in a Palm Beach hotel suite he was found on the floor of his room between two king 

sized beds‖ (Cervantes 189).  She continues this familiar tone through the slightly 

humorous second paragraph. While explaining the scene of David‘s death, she adds 

personal commentary: ―Two beds! It rang through my ears like a mantra. Two beds. $250 

dollars a day he paid for that room & most of the time he stayed in the downstairs bar‖ 

(189).  She has a reasonable and personal reaction to David‘s carelessness. Using 

common speech, it appears that Cervantes knows enough about David to be angry about 

his self destruction.  

The beginning of the third paragraph, however, reveals that this familiarity is not 

grounded in an actual, physical relationship with David. She does not know David 

Kennedy personally, as familiar as she seems to be with him, and learns of his death like 

millions of others through mass media: ―I picked the paper off the kitchen table…‖ (189). 

                                                 
4
 To show how David and Cervantes‘s relationship becomes stronger and more intimate through the poem‘s 

intervention, I have chosen important passages from most of the sections versus giving a full explication of 

the entire section which runs at 59 pages. Focusing on a few key sections shows the emotional curve 

leading up to David‘s death within the world of her poetry. 
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The remaining paragraphs begin an underlying discourse on the media that carries 

through all of ―Letters.‖ The media plays an important role for Cervantes, David, and 

their imagined friendship. They both find out their parents have died by watching 

television, and it is mass media that gives Cervantes enough information to feel and 

speak intimately about David Kennedy.  

While Cervantes continues ―reading the accompanying articles about the trials & 

tribulations of life as a Kennedy,‖ ―Note to David‖ quickly shifts to another death 

(Cervantes 189). Robert Kennedy‘s assassination becomes the central loss in ―Letters‖ 

and is the foundation for Cervantes‘s and David‘s relationship. Quoting from the 

newspaper, Cervantes shares the media coverage of David‘s life after Bobby: ―When he 

was only 12 years old, young David stayed up in his hotel room late at night and watched 

his father on television. A family friend found him seated in front of the set switching the 

channels to the different news broadcasts to watch the tape play over and over‖ (189). An 

archived People article discusses these losses for Mrs. Kennedy as connected, ―her son 

was dead, some said, of the same bullet that killed her husband‖ (Carlson 45). David 

Kennedy‘s reaction to his father‘s death is long term and unhealthy, moving him from the 

category of mourning to the mental state Freud labels melancholia. 

In his essay ―Mourning and Melancholia,‖ Freud differentiates between a 

―normal‖ reaction to the loss of a loved one, mourning, and a self-defeating, aggressive, 

and sometimes fatal reaction, melancholia. Freud shows that in early phases, these two 

reactions are very similar: ―Profound mourning, the reaction to the loss of someone who 

is loved, contains the same painful frame of mind, the same loss of interest in the outside 

world…the same loss of capacity to adopt any new object of love (which would mean 
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replacing him) and the same turning away from any activity that is not connected with 

thoughts of him‖ (244). The differentiation between the two occurs when the process of 

mourning does not end. Eventually the cycle of mourning should come to a close and 

―Respect for reality gains the day‖ as ―Each single one of the memories and expectations 

in which the libido is bound to the object is brought up and hyper-cathected, and 

detachment of the libido is accomplished in respect of it‖ (244-5).  

In her essay, ―Mourning Beyond Melancholia: Freud‘s Psychoanalysis of Loss,‖ 

Tammy Clewell beautifully defines the victims of both mourning and melancholia: ―the 

other‘s departure propels the mourner into a battle between life and death, between a 

desire to live that entails abandoning the other, and a desire to die that entails clinging to 

and following the other into death‖ (46). In mourning, the victim realizes he cannot 

physically reconnect with the lost-love object and the will to live outweighs the will to 

accompany the loss to the grave. Finally at the end of mourning, ―the ego becomes free 

and uninhibited again‖ (Freud 245).  

In melancholia, the mourner is unable to complete the cycle of grief and is unable 

to ―free‖ his ―ego.‖ The victim translates the loss of the love-object as an ego loss, and 

cannot separate the loss of the person or thing from his actual self. As Freud observes, the 

victim defies logic and nature, by refusing sleep and nourishment and ―by an overcoming 

of the instinct which compels every living thing to cling to life‖ (246). In melancholia, 

the victim begins destroying his own ego, literally being consumed by his grief. In 

―Stations‖ Cervantes slowly moves through stages of mourning, while David dies from 

melancholia, Robert Kennedy‘s bullet.    
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Cervantes shifts in the fifth paragraph from David‘s perspective on his father‘s 

death to her seventh grade understanding of death: ―I remember the day Robert Kennedy 

was assassinated. I remember it better than when the president was shot…That was the 

day the next door neighbor poisoned my pet cat to keep it off her lawn‖ (190). After the 

mention of her cat, Cervantes continues describing her pet, leaving both David‘s and 

Bobby‘s deaths behind. The poisoned cat retches and, even as a child, she knows death is 

inevitable. Ants begin to accumulate around the scene, waiting. Like David, watching the 

newsreel of his father‘s assassination, Cervantes has nothing else to do but watch the 

death. Instead of talking directly about the Kennedy deaths, she substitutes the dying cat 

to begin her process of mourning. While the cat does not become a primary character in 

the following poems, this idea of substituting to allow for mourning becomes an 

overarching theme throughout the Stations.   

In the last paragraphs of ―Note to David,‖ Cervantes pulls out her old journal to 

read the entry for the 2
nd

 explaining the significance of the events on that day ―I turn the 

leaves to the page as I lie back in my bed. June 2
nd

, 1968. Today, Robert Kennedy was 

shot! Kitty died.// That was the day I learned the word: apocalyptic‖ (190).
5
 The other 

poems in this series examine other ―apocalyptic‖ moments in her life.   

―Letters to David‖ in entirety is the written process of Cervantes‘s psychological 

mourning for her murdered mother—a death so painful she cannot speak of it directly. 

Cervantes substitutes for the death of her mother— the real, but hidden lost love-object—

                                                 
5
 June 2

nd
, 1968 is actually three days before Robert Kennedy is assassinated. She later uses the correct date 

of his death, the fifth, in other parts of ―Letters‖. Therefore, I do not think this is a mistake. I am not sure 

what this does or what she is trying to do with the confusion of dates.   
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the more communally shared death of Robert Kennedy.
6
 Substituting Robert Kennedy for 

her mother, she looks at David’s mourning instead of her own. She forges a friendship 

with David Kennedy, and when he dies within her poems, chooses to carry him 

posthumously to a resolution outside of melancholia by bringing him through her phases 

of melancholy.  

In the act of writing ―Letters,‖ Cervantes is already moving in mourning.  Clewell 

uses Sacks‘s discussion on elegies to show a revised model of Freud: ―The elegy itself 

emerges as a consoling substitute for the lost one…the very act of writing moves the poet 

from bereaved despair to resolution. This resolution converges with the elegist‘s 

assessment and affirmation of his surviving powers, one of the most important of which 

is his continued use of language. By representing the loss of the other, the poet 

establishes a distance between the original object and the arbitrary verbal signs that 

convey its loss‖ (48-9). While Cervantes does use the act of writing in the way defined by 

Sacks, she has to do it by substituting the lost love object first, then coming to terms with 

her own personal loss later.   

 The Stations begin on the day Robert Kennedy is assassinated, beginning the 

process of mourning. Time in this poem operates in a very Eliotonian way. The poem 

does not stay in the memory of June 5, but jumps to the last day of David‘s life. ―First 

Station‖ does not say that David is dead, and at the poem‘s writing, he can‘t be: it‘s dated 

June 5, 1968. Eliot‘s epigraph allows time to exist synchronically, here, helping 

                                                 
6
 Cervantes actually calls her earlier collection, From the Cables of Genocide, her mourning book: ―This is 

the conscience of trauma. This is a grief book. That‘s how I refer to it, privately. It‘s my grief book because 

my mother was murdered, and raped, and battered. Then they burned the house down‖ (Gonzalez 168). I 

believe ―Letters to David‖ is the continuation of this grief but unlike Cables, ―Letters‖ allows her the space 

to accept her loss and move on from it.  
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Cervantes create a world where she can talk about David‘s inevitable death, while also 

keeping him alive. 

 ―First Station‖ also sets up a dichotomy between Cervantes and David. She may 

be able to watch his farther die on TV just like David, but this poem is overly aware of 

their opposite societal positions. The Station begins: 

I remember  

it was a very 

hard day 

there were  

buds 

the size 

of plums 

on the  

sugar tree  

daddy 

was a word 

wandering  

in the night 

your daddy  

talked 

nationwide (191) 

 

This moment demonstrates multiple kinds of mourning. The first line begins with 

what Clewell explores as a kind of ―hyperremembering,‖ gathering the pieces 

surrounding the trauma: ―I remember/it was a very/hard day/there were/buds/the size/of 

plums/on the/sugar tree.‖ Clewell explains that for Freud, ―The work of mourning… 

entails a kind of hyperremembering, a process of obsessive recollection during which the 

survivor resuscitates the existence of the lost other in the space of the psyche, replacing 

an actual absence with an imaginary presence‖ (44). Here for Cervantes, these are 

memories surrounding the substituted lost love object, not yet memories of her mother. 

The sugar tree‘s fertility, its enormous buds, gives false hope that the world of the poem 

is a vital springtime place. In the next lines, however, all the vitality is removed from the 
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space. Turning on the hopeful word ―daddy,‖ the poem shifts from the quick image of 

fruitfulness to the societal difference between Cervantes and David. Her ―daddy‖ exists 

only in language, an abstract word with no person to fill the sign. Cervantes had a father, 

but the personal, loving term ―daddy‖ doesn‘t fit for her childhood. David, on the other 

hand, has an actual relationship with his ―daddy,‖ which makes his inevitable loss much 

more similar to the loss Cervantes feels for her mother than to her feelings towards her 

absent father. This moment also points out the difference of class, Cervantes‘s family are 

obviously not as publicly known as the Kennedys. Cervantes‘s ―daddy‖ is missing, 

―wandering/in the night,‖ while David only had to turn on the television to see his.    

 ―First Station‖ then deals directly with the assassination of Bobby Kennedy and 

how little David learns of the news: 

the chosen 

prince 

you were on 

the doorstep 

of his shoes 

between two  

worlds 

in that LA 

motel 

you were in  

your pajamas 

he was on 

the floor 

I remember  

the sun 

was very hot  

(192) 

 

Prior to the assassination, David is the ―chosen prince,‖ being primped to become the 

next political Kennedy. David‘s strong connection is described by placing him ―between 

two worlds.‖ The poem then recreates the trauma from David‘s perspective. According to 
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People magazine, he was watching his father on TV and saw his father shot. Relatives 

tried to pull him away from the news, but he sat and watched it over and over again, 

flipping channels to see the footage of the shooting (Carlson 42). He is a little boy in his 

pajamas, but with the help of technology he is also a participant in his father‘s political 

career. By saying that Bobby is on the floor, the poem avoids explicitly saying he‘s been 

shot. ―Note to David,‖ though has already given us this iconic memory of Bobby‘s death. 

Shifting to first person, Cervantes‘s memory is simply ―I remember / the sun / was very 

hot.‖ This last ―sentence‖ answers the clichéd question ―where were you when [insert 

dramatic experience] happened.‖ Pointing back to ―Note to David‖ and the scene with her 

dying cat, she remembers the sun being hot the day Robert Kennedy dies. In this moment, 

she leaves out her cat and makes her relationship to his death simple. David was in 

pajamas and she was hot. This simple statement is also a reminder that she too was only a 

child when this event occurred.   

 In this next section, attention is brought to Cervantes‘s life in the barrios and 

Robert Kennedy‘s work on racial relations during his career.  

you were in  

a worldwide 

Disneyland 

your dad 

the TV mascot 

through the race  

wars I spent 

my life  

ducking  

the bullets 

from  

duck! 

I said  

duck! (192) 
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 The ―you‖ and ―I‖ shows a division between Cervantes and David. To her, 

David‘s life is like a fantasy, akin to the unrealistic, yet magical world of ―Disneyland.‖ 

―Disneyland‖ is both something Cervantes may wish she could be a part of, and 

something that is obviously fake, just an elaborate construction of ―magic.‖ His father is 

again discussed in terms of media coverage. While Bobby is working towards civil rights, 

Cervantes, living in poor districts of California, has learned to deal with the race wars in a 

more active fashion. Talking about civil liberties and language won‘t keep you alive, but 

ducking from bullets will. It is second nature for her to yell her advice to Robert Kennedy 

through the TV screen: ―Duck!‖ she yells. Although, he can‘t hear her and she knows 

this, Cervantes still tries to save Robert, tries to change history. Her own life is a stark 

contrast to ―Disneyland,‖ although both are haunted by death and violence.  

  Further into the poem, Cervantes shifts to David‘s life the day he overdoses. She 

repeats some of the material given in ―Note to David‖, but any humor has been cut from 

the scene. Inextricably linked to actual Kennedy history, this passage references multiple 

articles published in memory of David.  

that morning  

they found you 

stuck between  

two beds 

in your Brazilian  

Court suite 

 you hung  

a painted flower 

over your head 

your last  

request 

still for art 

they call you 

an artist 

they call you 

the other 
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// 

victim 

in an endless 

 film loop  

(193-4) 

This shows a clear connection between Robert‘s death and David Kennedy‘s; in the 

world of ―First Station‖ they occur on the same day. David, falling into melancholia, is 

unable to complete the cycle of mourning, replace his lost love object and so free his ego 

of that loss. The painted flower was in fact David‘s last request. A painter friend of his, 

Robert Driscoll, was staying at the same hotel as David at the time of his overdose 

(Carlson 41). Driscoll was commissioned by David to paint a red anemone. In the book, 

this part is divided by a page. I have included // to show when the page ends. ―They call 

you the other‖ is the end of page 193, then ―victim,‖ on a line by itself, begins the next 

page. This creates two separate sentences. One, they call you the ―other,‖ and two they 

call you the ―other victim.‖ The first way describes David as othered from his family and 

perhaps society as well. Calling him an artist works in the same fashion. He is not a 

political figure; he probably wouldn‘t even be in the public eye if his last name were 

different. David has done very little in his life besides being forever tormented by his 

father‘s death. The public also remembers John and Robert Kennedy for all the things 

they could have accomplished, the potential they could have reached if their lives had not 

been cut tragically short. David could not live up to the ―potential‖ or the ghosts of that 

potential in his family.   

The second meaning is reminiscent of the quote from People. David‘s life seems 

to be reduced to one descriptor; he is the victim of Bobby‘s assassination. David‘s death 

is also consumed by mass media; he also becomes a victim in an endless film loop and 
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the bullet that killed his father leads directly to his death. In the world of the poems, 

David is a ghost for Cervantes and yet is still dealing with his own ghosts of familial 

influence. 

 The next block of text shows Cervantes‘s development into a woman using the 

same vocabulary and imagery from the Kennedy deaths: 

and the red 

flower 

bloomed 

on my pants 

brown 

as the blood 

of a father 

gone 

fifteen years 

dead 

the flower 

you said  

was very sexy (195) 

 

The blood on her pants suggests both the start of her menstrual cycle or the loss of 

virginity. She calls this feminine development a ―red flower,‖ alluding to the sea 

anemone hanging over David‘s bed the day he dies. It is also brown, like Robert‘s blood 

exposed to the air. Also, this image points to Cervantes‘ mothers‘ death; she was brutally 

raped before her assailant murdered her. This disturbing relationship between blood—

blood as fertility, blood as life, blood as the sign of maturity, blood as the sign of violence 

and death— shows the vast difference between Cervantes and David. While he is still 

working through his father‘s death, fifteen years after it‘s happened, she‘s speaking about 

her cycle beginning because she, as a character in the poem, exists in 1968. She would be 

in 7
th

 grade, and that is a reasonable time for her to begin menstruating. The discussion of 

David though jumps to 1984. In the poem, the two different years, the different bloods, 
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the different deaths are simultaneous and linked on the page. ―The flower / you said / was 

very sexy‖ is another quote from newspapers (Carlson 41). David said that he wanted the 

sea anemone because it was phallic. Cervantes is just beginning puberty while David is 

becoming a playboy. Blood becomes a universal symbol for death, life, sexuality and 

pain. The blood imagery also pulls together all the characters within the Stations—

Cervantes‘s mother, David, Robert, and herself.   

 Towards the end of first station, the poet goes back to watching Bobby being shot 

on television. 

duck ! 

I said 

duck ! 

but the 

television 

showed it all (196) 

 

Repeating the word duck, here there is a space between the word duck and the 

exclamation point, that wasn‘t there the first time she used these phrases. This moment is 

therefore marginally different than the first. Cervantes‘s reaction to Bobby being shot is 

different from David‘s. Of course it is not her father, but she knows Bobby should duck, 

to move out of the way of the bullet. As much as she tries to warn him, it has already 

happened, even when it was live feed on the television. This shows again that double 

world. Cervantes is able to watch Bobby, but at the same time, she is too removed to be 

of any use to him.  

―Third Station‖ is dated Fall 1974, which is David‘s first year at Harvard. This 

poem discusses briefly his experiments with drugs, but more importantly highlights 

David‘s inability to overcome his lost love-object.  

did you think 
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of the family 

penchant 

for practical 

jokes 

of Ethyl 

still driving 

the family 

car 

BOBBY 

is the last 

you ever see 

when she goes (203) 

 

Ethel Kennedy was the widow of Robert and the mother of David. Cervantes changes the 

spelling of her name to Ethyl, which in chemistry is defined as a specific kind of radical: 

"Certain free radicals are stabilized by their peculiar structures; they exist for appreciable 

lengths of time, given the right conditions. Most free radicals, however, including such 

simple ones as...ethyl radicals, are capable of only the most fleeting independent 

existence" (―Radical‖).  This play on words describes Ethel as half of a whole. Without 

Robert Kennedy she can have only a ―fleeting‖ ―existence.‖ It also shows David as 

incapable of separating his mother from his dead father. When he sees her, he sees 

BOBBY. Falling deeper into melancholia, David feels ostracized by the way the rest of 

the family is able to overcome the assassination when he cannot. Ethel can still drive the 

family car, but David is forced by her license plate to remember yet again his loss when 

his mother drives away. The license plate also becomes a morbid ―joke.‖ The license 

plate literally spells out B-O-B-B-Y, so David is reminded of his father in multiple ways.  

 In ―Fourth Station,‖ Cervantes and David finally meet. This is the only time they 

are together while both are living. Conveniently, it is also the only poem without a date. 

In the chronological timeline of the given dates for the poems overall, in ―Fourth Station‖ 

David should still be attending Harvard. By this time Cervantes begins attending Harvard 
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as well. Technically speaking, the interaction depicted in this poem could have really 

happened, though we don‘t know biographically whether it did. With no date, Cervantes 

is able to fully create a ―mystical experience‖ much like the ―uncertain hour before the 

morning‖ (Eliot, 140) that Eliot uses to meet the compound ghost.   

the year 

you went  

to Harvard 

I met you 

on the stairway 

going up 

you were  

going down 

they said  

that fall 

you are 

a walking 

death (204–5) 

 

This metaphorical moment helps concretize David‘s demise into drugs while showing 

Cervantes‘s rise from the barrios through education. They are in the same physical place, 

but they are both still separate from each other. While Cervantes is moving up in life, 

David is rumored to be a ―walking / death.‖  As Clewell described, the victim of loss is in 

―a battle between life and death, between a desire to live that entails abandoning the 

other, and a desire to die that entails clinging to and following the other into death‖ (46). 

By ―Fourth Station,‖ David is following Bobby, refusing to let go of his melancholia. It is 

important to note that Cervantes and David do not become friends in ―Fourth Station.‖ It 

takes more than this meeting to further develop their relationship.  

 By ―Fifth Station‖ Cervantes and David begin to resemble each other more and 

more in habits and environments. This poem has little to do with David, focusing more 
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on Cervantes‘s own drug use and writing, but a reference to him does begin the poem. 

This is yet another poem that relies heavily on information gained through mass media.  

that morning  

they find you 

I am still up 

from the fix 

my connection 

and I 

had gone 

on 

in the night 

about money 

desire 

and work (207) 

 

Dated Fall, 1979, the first few lines of this poem refer to David Kennedy‘s very public 

drug problem. In Fall of 1979, David Kennedy was found in Harlem badly beaten in an 

area of town known as the ―drug supermarket,‖ also commonly called ―the shooting 

gallery.‖ While David was trying to buy drugs (heroine or junk), Cervantes is still up 

from her own cocaine fix. Her mother has not died yet, but Cervantes is moving toward a 

different stage in her life, one that brings her much closer to understanding David‘s 

addictive lifestyle and depression.  

 In ―Sixth Station,‖ Cervantes‘s mother is murdered, but the poem does not yet 

explicitly state this. Instead Cervantes describes the scene around her mother‘s murder 

and the way she learned of her death. ―Sixth Station‖ is contextually a conversation; 

David is the friend who listens in her time of grief. She begins talking directly to David 

here, instead of about him or repeating public newspaper descriptions of his life. 

I do not  

profess 

to under 

stand you 

I remember 
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when Tragedy 

was only  

a hit tune (211) 

 

Referring to the 1979 Bee Gees song, the accentuated capital T ―Tragedy‖ is also leading 

up to her mother‘s murder in the following lines, her personal Tragedy that changes her 

understanding of the word.  Though she says that she does not understand David, they are 

metaphysically in the same place where tragedy takes on more immediate and personal 

significance.  

I remember  

my sophistication 

and the flight 

back home 

to the nightly  

news 

to the bloodiest  

weekend 

in the city’s 

history 

I remember 

my mother‘s  

face 

on the screen 

my city‘s 

most brutal 

case 

our house  

gone up 

black in his flame (212) 

 

Hyperremembering the trauma, Cervantes learns of her mother‘s death and the burning of 

their home from an impersonal television set. The loneliness of this moment happening 

yet again in this series of poems is devastating. According to the T.V., her mother is just 

a ―case,‖ a victim. Of course for Cervantes this loss is much greater. This scene is 

reminiscent of David, earlier in the Stations, who also sees his father is dead by watching 
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the news. Here, Cervantes is not able to admit in language yet, that her mother is actually 

gone. Ending this poem, she continues her conversation with David: 

what you 

and I 

together 

understand 

is how  

we lose 

the Self 

when under 

attack 

and that‘s  

a knack 

we never  

lose (214) 

 

These two mourners are no longer separated; the ―you‖ and ―I‖ dichotomy dissolves. 

Instead they ―together‖ are able to ―understand‖ something. Though they may not 

understand each other‘s Self, they together see their losses as ―attacks‖ against their Self. 

Here, Freud‘s theory of melancholia is acted out, ―the object-loss [is] transformed into an 

ego-loss‖ (Freud 249). ―Lose‖ is repeated twice in this short segment, elevating the 

double meaning of their losses: loss of Self, the loss of family and, therefore, a part of the 

self, and the knack of losing Self which one does not lose. The one thing they are both 

unable to forget is how to lose themselves, yet they are never able to actually accomplish 

this.  

 ―Eighth Station‖ is the climax of the Station series. David dies in the world of the 

poems, which is treated differently than the other deaths Cervantes experiences. 

Cervantes is leaning on their imagined relationship more than ever, now that her mother 

has passed. Their connection is at its strongest. Cervantes originally substitutes the loss of 

her mother with David‘s loss of Robert. Substituting a public figure for her unknown 
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mother allows her to connect with a larger group of people, but in terms of the Stations, 

the substitution allows her to create a friendship bond with David. But now that bond is 

threatened because of David‘s death.  

David has been an echo for most of the Stations. Like Eliot, Cervantes does not 

call him a ghost, but implies that he is not a part of her life as a physical form. With 

David now actually dead, she still does not call him a ghost. Instead she adds him to the 

folds of mourning she has already began, the mourning of Robert, her Mother, and now 

David, who was helping her move out of depression.  

the morning 

you die 

I go 

watch 

trains 

die 

in the tunnel 

near my  

burnt house (218) 

 

This moment with the trains helps explain the names of all the poems. As the trains 

disappear from her view, they die, because she will never see them again. This poem 

moves towards her desire to commit suicide, as more ghosts are added to her world. 

same smell 

in the fifteen 

years 

since 

I came 

to this track 

to die 

to dive 

into that tunnel 

…. 

I‘d croon 

as the cars 

headlong 

in front of me 
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smashed 

assassination 

through the tunnel (218–19) 

 

Instead of calling her death a suicide she uses and italicizes assassination. This brings 

―Letters‖ full circle. She wants to take the place of Robert Kennedy, to become herself a 

victim of that bullet. According to Freud her thoughts are symptoms: ―in mourning it is 

the world which has become poor and empty; in melancholia it is the ego itself‖ (246). 

For Cervantes, it seems both the world and her Self are empty. The poem slips in time; 

fifteen years ago she came to this same place to die. At the time this book had been 

published it was fifteen years since her mother died. The stations lead up to this crucial 

decision, does she jump? 

 Instead of dealing with David‘s death through the process of mourning, which is 

suggested that she will do, she resurrects him. She begins the conversation again, and 

again it is the duo against the world. Though he has died, the connection she created is 

not broken. 

what you 

and i 

together 

understand 

is that 

they don‘t 

know shit 

when they 

say 

you did it 

to forget 

you never 

forget 

you always 

remember (221) 
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This conversation supports a ―theory of endless mourning.‖ In Clewell‘s article she cites 

J. Ramazani‘s account of mourning in the twentieth century: ―It ... demonstrates how a 

residue of unresolved grief signals that emotional bonds have not been broken [between 

the lost love object and the mourner]. Consequently [Ramazani‘s] analysis compels us to 

reject the notion of a complete working through of loss and adopt a notion of mourning as 

an endless process‖ (55). As Cervantes explains, trauma cannot simply be forgotten. Not 

with drugs or alcohol. Maybe not even by death.  

For Eliot, the compound ghost in Little Gidding is an inherent influence, and the 

speaker of the poem speaks under influences, even if he cannot place where the influence 

originated. For Cervantes and David, loss is the influence, and once it is experienced, it 

wears like a brand on both her and David. What is not clear here, is what side Cervantes 

is on. This moment, along with the aforementioned suicidal thoughts, seem to put her 

closer to melancholia and closer to David. 

 David is not just resurrected through the conversation that is ―Eighth Station.‖ 

Cervantes brings him back to life as a ghost in ―Ninth Station‖ in a distant echo of Eliot‘s 

ghosts. It‘s dated the day after David‘s overdose. After watching the trains die, she 

returns to her burnt up house and walks around inside. She imagines David coming with 

her: 

I think  

of you  

joining  

the joke 

and we go  

get beer 

I buy two 

for I have  

your company 

I sit in  
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her room 

I open  

the bottle 

offer 

the other 

to you (223–24) 

 

The Eliot epigraph with which Cervantes‘s poem opened allows David to join her for a 

beer, at least in her poetry: ―What might have been and what has been/ Point to one end, 

which is always present‖ (Cervantes 186). Sitting in her burned up home, in her dead 

mother‘s room, they act quite normally like friends. They simply drink a beer together.  

Dante, Eliot, and Walcott all use their poetic power to resurrect their lost 

influences and have conversations with their respective ghosts. Cervantes chooses not to 

resurrect her mother. Instead she uses her ―mystical experience‖ to keep David with her. 

After resurrecting him, they do not solve anything. David keeps her company. But 

because Cervantes resurrects David instead of mourning him, she is able to keep him on 

the road to freeing himself from his father‘s death even after he dies.  

 Cervantes is aware that her ghost friend is only an echo and reminisces on things 

they will never do. 

I wish 

we could talk 

about abstract 

expressionism 

about you 

and Bobby 

hitch-hiking 

to elect  

poverty 

for president 

did you ever 

come out 

my way 

did you ever 

confess 
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or did you know 

they 

would tell 

of you 

crying 

in your pillow 

was that 

the price 

and demand 

for the telling 

for the silence 

for the life 

of the victim 

who pays (224–25) 

 

Though Cervantes speaks to David a few times in this series, in ―Ninth Station‖ it 

is clear that he is not able to respond to her. As she remembers all the events of their 

lives, she moves us quickly through a summary of David Kennedy‘s life. He was an 

artist, his father fought for racial tolerance, he was Catholic, and David is alone. Freud 

points out that a patient who is suffering from melancholia is unable to punish the lost 

love-object. Instead, he punishes himself, or in this context ―pays‖ for being a victim. 

Cervantes and David are both separated from society because of their loss; Cervantes 

uses ―us‖ and ―them‖ creating a sense of the two of them against the larger community.  

A little over halfway through the poem, there is shift to make David more real. 

Cervantes speculates on where David is in the afterlife, and then decides to keep him with 

her. 

where are you 

now 

I imagine 

you here 

where do you  

go 

to the most  

familiar 

(227) 
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As friends sharing the same type of loss, they have become in more ways than one, the 

most familiar thing the other has. The declarative sentence ―I imagine / you here‖ gives 

David the ability to communicate with Cervantes over their beer.  

Cervantes chooses to give him a voice, where before he was mute: 

everything 

they want 

I have 

and they 

can’t 

understand 

why I don’t 

use it  

to the fullest 

you said 

you would  

never 

use it 

you could 

never 

be the president 

you would 

never 

be a millionaire 

you could  

never 

judge the law 

you would 

never  

join the military 

that was out 

of the question 

you would  

not be 

a clerk 

a priest 

a lawyer 

a martyr 

you did not  

love  

school 

you would not 
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write  

the novel 

you could not 

fault your father 

you could not  

find  

the truth 

in the papers  

with every ink 

spot of rust 

on the needle 

you would 

never be alone 

you would  

always be  

surrounded  

by silencers  

the silver  

bullet 

in every  

crank (228–29) 

 

This scene is pivotal, in terms of trying to reach the end of melancholia. Cervantes quotes 

the first nine lines and the ―I‖ is David speaking. After this, she continues his monologue 

by also quoting him, ―you said.‖ This means that he is finally able to talk about Bobby‘s 

death. ―Never‖ is repeated through this whole poem and is given its own line. The word 

jumps out with all that white space around it. ―Never‖ is replaced later with ―not.‖ Maybe 

all these things he can‘t be or won‘t be are just his cannibalistic ego punishing himself. 

Maybe it is just the truth. David then doesn‘t fit into the social role he is given by his 

family name, and regardless of his capabilities (money, fame, etc.) to reach for the stars, 

he doesn‘t want to use any of his influence to get anywhere. The last lines of the poem 

show that David‘s drug addiction as well as that bullet that murdered his father became 

his company. His life, his identity, was the victim of his assassinated father. That was 
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who he was, who he is now in this poem, and he is able to be that person here, honestly 

without fear of judgment, with Cervantes. 

 The next four stations are much angrier that the others and focus more on 

Cervantes dealing with her mother‘s death, though it is only implied that her mother is 

the cause of her melancholia. More drug use occurs, she is forced to sell her burned 

home, and she questions David at every turn. ―Did they do this to you?‖ She feels 

tortured by those around her who try to make it better for her, who try to help her through 

the loss. David remains her confidante and ally.   

 In ―Fourteenth Station,‖ there is a drastic change in tone and the writing becomes 

simple and declarative. As Cervantes finally completes the mourning process the echo 

world of Eliot and his synchronic time, Freud‘s theory of loss and mourning, the 

―mystical experience‖ all disappear. Reality gains the day, as Cervantes honestly depicts 

her loss and David‘s, by admitting her mother‘s death through language. Beginning like 

she did in her earlier poems, she separates herself and David by their respective classes. 

But by now the readers know better than to believe the separation is complete.  

your father 

was on  

the tv 

my mother 

was in  

the bar (243) 

 

For the first time she actually talks about her mother‘s murder directly rather than 

through the image of Robert Kennedy. Her ―replacement image‖ is no longer needed. She 

is able, finally, to verbally mourn her mother. Repetition in the following lines shows that 

the losses they both suffered were similar in multiple ways.  

she was 
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drinking vodka 

he was  

drinking vodka 

he followed 

her home 

she was  

a sitting  

duck (243) 

 

Her mother was drinking vodka and so was the man who murders her. David Kennedy 

also dies while drinking vodka, so the drink alludes to both her mother and David‘s 

death. It seems that alcohol is operating as a leveling mechanism. Regardless of class, 

they both drink the same thing.  Cervantes has also moved the word ―duck,‖ which has 

been used exclusively about the Kennedys, as a descriptor of her own family. Robert 

Kennedy and her mother, in their own ways, were both ―sitting ducks.‖ She continues 

this transition towards likeness between her and David:  

I know 

your father 

was almost 

the president 

my mother 

was a drunk 

but we all 

cry 

in our hearts 

when death 

is too strong (243) 

 

For the first time she admits, says the word death in regards to Robert and her Mother. 

Death is stronger than both her and David and ―cry‖ is emphasized, having its own line, 

as the only action the victims have. She is also still talking to David, directly, ―I know/ 

your father‖ not ―his.‖ She acknowledges that the death of their parents lead herself and 

David down the same path of mourning. The language is so simple, it almost becomes 

cliché with the last lines ―we all / cry / in our hearts / when death / is too strong.‖ It seems 
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that this last Station is simple with purpose. After all the deferring done in the past 

poems, now that she admits her loss, she can only say it simply, as if she is worn out by 

the process of grieving. Loss also is not something that can be over-intellectualized or 

repressed or substituted forever. At some point the mourner just accepts it.  

 Cervantes continues the connection between Robert and her mother‘s deaths by 

explaining the judgments placed on them both after death.  

there were  

mistakes  

on both sides 

said the judge 

your father 

was guilty  

said the conspiracists 

my mother  

was guilty 

says the conspiracy  

of her court (243–44) 

 

Interestingly, ―conspiracists‖ has the word ―racists‖ in it. Robert Kennedy, as the conspi-

racists would say, died because of his ―progressive‖ political ideas. He endeared himself 

to African Americans, Native Americans, and other minorities and fought for the rights 

and safety of the impoverished and the immigrants. ―The conspiracy‖ of her mother‘s 

―court‖ was the very thing Robert Kennedy wished to change and make better. Some 

might say he died because of his stance on minority rights, some might say Cervantes‘s 

mother died because she was a minority. The judgments of their parents show the world‘s 

inability to relate to David and Cervantes‘s suffering. For them, it matters more that their 

loved ones are gone. Arguing over why they are gone will not change it.  

 In a very sad goodbye, Cervantes lets go of her closest friend, David. Already in 

the poem she has, for both her and David, accepted that their parents are gone. Now, she 
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admits to helping David mourn while she was also using him to help her mourn. Like a 

eulogy, she speaks of David before the pain and loss.   

boy 

I see you 

as you were 

then 

a fine blue 

the color 

of sky 

when seen 

through a hole 

shot through 

the fog 

by the direct 

laser 

will 

of God 

I throw it away 

he gives me 

some extra 

do it 

for David 

he goes 

I do (244) 

 

In the end, David will be remembered by Cervantes as the boy, as the potential, kept 

safely in the ―world of speculation‖ where ―what might have been and what has been/ 

point to one end, which is always present‖ (Cervantes 186). The Eliot epigraph returns 

triumphantly in the end, to remind Cervantes and the reader that it is possible for the 

potential to continue to exist in an imaginary world of a poem. I believe that she is not 

mourning for the death of David in these last lines, but mourning for his life, for the pain 

and loss that forever dictated his every move. As she throws it away, rids herself of her 

own mourning, David gives her ―some extra.‖ In the language of a drug deal she claims 

that by mourning for both of them, she has gained something. An unknown ―he,‖ maybe 

God, maybe the courts, maybe the ghost of David she has carried, maybe Eliot, asks her, 
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tells her, to ―do it/ for David.‖ Ending in the present tense, the cycle of mourning is 

complete.  

But unfortunately the present tense also starts the cycle over again. Only in the 

end does she admit to why she began in the first place, the purpose to save herself and 

David Kennedy. The Eliot quote ending her book in entirety is fitting for the move 

Cervantes makes with her last words, ―I do,‖ in ―Letters.‖ ―What we call the beginning is 

often the end/ And to make an end is to make a beginning‖ (Cevantes 312).  
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Conclusion 

Derek Walcott and Lorna Dee Cervantes in Four Quartets 

 

 Derek Walcott and Lorna Dee Cervantes each use T. S. Eliot‟s Four Quartets in 

their own distinct ways, but their poetry treats the same situation, the loss of a parent. 

Walcott intellectualizes his relationship with his father, bringing in an array of literary 

power to elevate and expand his depiction of loss. But the reunion scene of Chapter XII, 

even with its allusions and expanding of Eliot‟s compound ghost, is still, on the simplest 

level, what the commonly used title suggests, a reunion. Walcott‟s father dies when he is 

young, and, through poetry, Walcott is able to resurrect his father to speak to him again. 

Cervantes uses Eliot as an implicit lens, framework, and background to create an 

imagined relationship that eventually allows her to deal with her mother‟s death. Unlike 

Walcott, Cervantes does not bring her mother back as a ghost. Instead she uses David 

Kennedy‟s ghost as a friendly crutch to continue and complete her cycle of mourning.  

 The losses experienced by both writers echo the sense of loss described in Four 

Quartets. In using Quartets, Walcott and Cervantes use T. S. Eliot‟s goodbye, the 

culmination of his poetic career and arguably his life. At first it seemed odd that these 

writers would use an “elevated” poet like Eliot in their deeply personal reunions with the 

dead. But even Eliot experienced and recorded personal loss. In her biography of Eliot, 

Lyndall Gordon argues that the brilliance of Quartets lies in the inclusion of Eliot‟s 

personal struggles and failures. 

It took grim courage to let go the visionary moments with their latent promise, 

and let judgment fall, with the utmost severity, on what he most wished to forget. 

We recall that Eliot had confided to Virginia Woolf that what he feared above all 
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was humiliation. But the reward of honesty was what is probably the greatest 

passage of poetry he ever wrote, as he turned from the plot of attainment to the 

habitat of pain. (378) 

  

Gordon continues to say that “the success of the 1942 version lies in Eliot‟s acceptance of 

the fact that he was not a candidate for the divine spirit” (385).  

Though not the same as the loss of a parent, losing the “divine fire” is ultimately 

just as personal for Eliot. Within the “mystical experience,” amid the echoes and ghosts, 

the Quartets end with a man coming to terms with his shortcomings. These losses and 

echoes create spaces for Walcott and Cervantes to fit into and expand. I believe these 

postcolonial writers found his loss familiar and used his definitive failure as a way to 

move their own personal losses into poetry, which is a move towards acceptance.  

 Quartets is simultaneously the description of Eliot‟s greatest failure and his 

greatest achievement. Eliot‟s own opinion of his work speaks of its importance 

personally and poetically: “In an interview, he told Helen Gardner that of all his poems 

Little Gidding best stood the test of saying exactly what it meant. And, as she said, the 

satisfaction was unparalleled in Eliot‟s comments on his work. „The Four Quartets: I rest 

on those,‟ Eliot continued to state in his last important interview in 1959, and he said the 

same in conversation: „I stand or fall on them‟” (Gordon 389-90). Eliot‟s certainty and 

praise for his work may also be a reason for Walcott and Cervantes to use his text. He 

went from Tom, the shop boy, to the great Poet, and the Four Quartets moved his failure 

into a description of universal loss.    

 While Cervantes‟s Drive and Walcott‟s Chapter XII of Omeros are shaped and 

changed by their inclusion of Eliot, the Four Quartets is also changed and resurrected by 

both Cervantes‟s and Walcott‟s work. Quartets urges readers to continue where Eliot 
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failed: “Eliot dared to formulate this longed-for “reality” of feeling that, some day, it 

might once more call out a perfect life – not necessarily his own. The true artist he quoted 

„knows that he is but a vessel of an emotion whence others, not he, must drink” (390).  

I do not think that Walcott and Cervantes are necessarily trying to reach the same 

divine fire as Eliot, but they are looking for their own peace in their struggles and loss. 

And Eliot‟s compound ghost and echoes continue, past the reach of his own text. His 

failures are, after all, picked up and changed.  

 In the end, Eliot is neither an overwhelming anxiety to be overcome as Harold 

Bloom might see it, nor condensed into just an epigraph to lend each of these poets 

respectability. Rather, he is able to return as Tom, a ghost between the pages.   
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